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o 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
STEEL FARMS, INC. 
Plaintiff, Case No.: CV-08-7912 
vs. 
CROFT & REED, INC., JUDGMENT 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC. 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
STEEL FARMS, INC. 
Counteidefendant. 
Pursuant to the "Memorandum Decision and Order" issued by the Court on 
February 19,2010, the Court enters the following Judgment: 
1) The Plaintiff s claims are dismissed with prejudice. 
2) The Plaintiff has no right to an option to purchase property of the 
Defendant. Any right to an option on Defendant's property by the Plaintiff is hereby null 
and void. [RHE C IE ~ V IE /D) 
FEB 2 6 2010 
---------------
JUDGMENT Page 1 
3) The "Notice of Option" (Notice) recorded in Bonneville County on 
December 3,2008, as Instrument No. 1220780 will have no further force and effect and 
such Notice shall be released forthwith. The Lis Pendens filed by the Plaintiff on January 
13,2009, in Bonneville County, Idaho, as Instrument # 1320951 will have no further 
force and effect and shall be released forthwith. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DA TED: March 1 ' 2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this l day of March __ , 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the JUDGMENT on the following individuals by the method of delivery 
designated: 
DeAnne Casperson 
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo PLLC 
PO Box 50130 
D US Mail ~Courthouse Box D Facsimile 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130 
Fax: (208) 523-9518 
Michael D. Gaffney 
Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
2105 Coronado St 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Clerk of the District Court 
BY~4/ 
Deputy Clerk 
D ~ US Mail COUlthouse Box OF' '1 aCSlml e 
JUDGMENT Page 2 
Charles A. Horner, Esq. (ISB No. 1630) 
DeAnne Casperson, Esq. (ISB No. 6698) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.c. 
P.O. Box 50130 
10 -5 P 3 :27 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208) 523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CROFT & REED. INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED. INC., 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No. CV-2008-7912 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO RULE OF 
CIVIL PROCEDURE 59(e) AND 54(b)(1) 
COMES NOW Plaintiff Steel Farms, Inc. ("Steel Farms") by and through its counsel of 
record, Charles A. Horner and DeAnne Casperson of Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, PLLC, and 
moves the Court to reconsider its Memorandum Decision and Order filed in the above captioned 
matter on February 19,2010. Steel Farms makes this Motion for Reconsideration based upon Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 59( e) and 54(b)(1) and the Memorandum in Support of Motion for 




Dated this ~ day of March, 2010. 
~1\QWa2AL~. ·/Z!L~ c!jJL DeAnne Casperson 
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.c. 
G80 
2 - MOTION FOR RECONSIDERA TION PURSUANT TO IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 59( e) AND 
54(b)(1 ) 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ~y of March, 2010, I served a copy of the following 
described pleading or document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing or by 
facsimile, with the correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof. 
DOCUMENT SERVED: 
ATTORNEYS SERVED: 
Michael D. Gaffney 
Nathan M. Olsen 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION PURSUANT TO 
IDAHO RULE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 59(e) AND 
54(b)(l) 
BEARD, ST. CLAIR, GAFFNEY, P.A. 
2105 Coronado Street 
~ First Class Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
(k:) Facsimile 
( ) Overnight Mail 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
~OJjdccc.1u1rueLCJ {Dl DeAnne Casperson, Esq. 
G \\VPDATA\CAH\1 49 19\Pleadings\Reconsider MOTwpd.be! 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC. , ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MINUTE ENTRY 
vs. ) Case No. CV-08-7912 
) 














On the 8th day of April, 2010, Plaintiff's motion for 
reconsideration came before the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, 
District Judge, in open court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mrs. Marlene Southwick, Deputy Court Clerk, was present. 
The hearing was digitally recorded. 
Ms. Deanne Casperson appeared on behalf of the Plaintiff 
Steel Farms, Inc. 
Mr. Michael Gaffney and Mr. Nathan Olsen appeared on behalf 
of the Defendant Croft & Reed, Inc. 
Ms. Casperson presented Plaintiff Steel Farms' motion for 
reconsideration. Mr. Gaffney presented argument in opposition to 
the motion. Ms. Casperson presented rebuttal argument. 
The Court will take the matter under advisement and issue a 
decision as soon as possible. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ 
caused a true and correct copy of 
be delivered to the following: 
day of April, 2010, I 
the foregoing document to 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Charles A. Homer 
DeAnne Casperson 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael Gaffney 
Nathan Olsen 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDI~i~{tHSTRIt:T 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
Case No. CV-2008-7912 
DECISION ON MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER AND ORDER 
This matter is before the Court on Plaintiff's motion for reconsideration of its 
decision granting Defendant's motion for summary judgment. The facts of this matter 
were previously set out in the Court's Memorandum Decision and need not be restated 
here. Following the hearing on the motion the Court took the motion under advisement 
and now issues this decision. 
STANDARD 
Inasmuch as the Court's prior Memorandum Decision did not resolve all issues in 
this action, that Decision and the corresponding Judgment were not final judgments. As 
such, a motion for reconsideration will primarily be governed by the provisions of Rule 
11(a)(2),IRCP. 
When considering a motion to reconsider under Rule 11(a)(2), the district court "should 
take into account any new facts presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the 
interlocutoryorder.I! Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'! Bank oIN Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 
823, 800 P .2d 1026, 1037 (1990). A motion for reconsideration may also be used to draw the 
court's attention to errors of law or fact which may have been made in the initial decision. 
684 
DECISION ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND ORDER - 1 
Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468,147 P.3d 100 (App. 2006). A decision to grant or deny a 
motion for reconsideration generally rests in the sound discretion of the trial court. Spur 
Products Corp. v. Stoel Rives LIP, 143 Idaho 812, 153 P.3d 1158 (2007). 
ANALYSIS 
1. Improper dismissal of Counts Five and Six. 
Pursuant to Rule 60(a), IRCP, Plaintiff has correctly noted that the judgment 
entered subsequent to the Court's Memorandum Decision purpOlied to dismiss all of 
Plaintiffs claims. However, Defendant's motion for summary judgment and the Court's 
Memorandum Decision did not address Counts Five and Six of Plaintiff s Amended 
Complaint alleging unjust enrichment and declaratory judgment as to pivot equipment, 
respectively. To the extent any order or judgment indicated a dismissal of Counts Five 
and Six of the Amended Complaint, such was not the Court's intent and may be 
considered a clerical error. Additionally, such a ruling may be reconsidered under Rule 
11(a)(2). 
Accordingly, Plaintiffs motion seeking relief from that clerical error is granted. 
Counts Five and Six of the Amended Complaint remain as pending claims before the 
Court. 
2. Reconsideration of the dismissal of Counts One, Two, Three and Four. 
The Court previously granted Defendant's motion for summary judgment on the 
grounds that the option to purchase terminated under ~ 19.13 of the Lease upon Plaintiff s 
execution of an "Option to Purchase Real Property" with Walker Land & Cattle, LLC. 
Accordingly, this is the primary issue to address upon Plaintiffs motion for 
reconsideration. 
685 
DECISION ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND ORDER - 2 
This Court remains of the opinion that the plain language of ~ 19.13 precluded 
Plaintiff s transfer of interest to Walker Land & Cattle without the written consent of the 
Defendant (landlord). Again, according to the plain language, absent the written consent 
the option terminated. It is the Court's opinion that the record does not identify any valid 
written consent to the transfer given by the Defendant. As such, the Court adheres to its 
earlier decision granting Defendant summary judgment on this issue. 
Plaintiff has also sought reconsideration of certain findings made in the Court's 
prior Memorandum Decision. Those issues include whether there was a wTitten 
instrument altering the original lease and ratification and/or authorization for changing 
the end date of the Lease by interlineation. In view of the foregoing holding, those issues 
do not affect the grant of summary judgment to the Defendant. Furthermore, the Court 
finds no basis for reconsideration of its ruling on those issues. Specifically, it is the 
Court's opinion that changing the date and then initialing that change is not an 
"instrument in writing signed by both Landlord and Tenant", as required by the Lease. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Plaintiff's motion for reconsideration is granted in part, 
inasmuch as Counts Five and Six of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint remain viable. 
Plaintiffs motion for reconsideration as to Counts One through Four is denied, consistent 
with the foregoing. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this \ day of April, 2010. 
G8R 
DECISION ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND ORDER - 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this cJ. day of April, 2010, I did send a true and COlTect 
copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the correct 
postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse mailbox; 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
DeAnne Casperson 
Charles A. Homer 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
P.O.Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael D. Gaffney 
Nathan M. Olsen 
BEARD, ST.CLAIR, GAFFNEY 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
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RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
By )rw 
Deputy Clerk 
DECISION ON MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND ORDER - 4 
Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558 
Nathan M. Olsen, ISB No. 7373 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY P A 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: nathan@beardstc1air.com 
Attorneys for Croft & Reed, Inc. 
BONk 
II 
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DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
Steel Farms, INC. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Croft & Reed, INC., 
Defendant. 
Croft & Reed, INC. 
Counterc1aimant, 
vs. 
Steel Farms, INC 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No.: CV-08-7912 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT DISMISSING 
COUNTS IV AND V OF PLAINTIFF'S 
COMPLAINT 
The Defendant, Croft & Reed, Inc. (Croft & Reed), through counsel of record, Beard St. 
Clair Gaffney P A, respectfully submits its motion for summary judgment requesting that Counts 
IV and V of Plaintiff's Complaint be dismissed. The basis for this motion is set forth and 
supported by the memorandum and affidavit of counsel and Virginia Mathews filed 
contemporaneously herewith. 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Dismissing Counts IV and V of Plaintiff's 
Complaint 68 8 
PAGE 1 
DATED: April 27, 2010 
r 
Nathan M. Olsen 
Of Beard st. Clair Gaffney P A 
Attorneys for Croft & Reed, Inc. 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Dismissing Counts IV and V of Plaintiff's 
Complaint 
PAGE 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certifY that I am a licensed attorney in the State of Idaho and that on April 27, 2010, I 
served a true and correct copy of the DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARYJUDGMENT 
DISlllfISSING COUNTS IV AND VOF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT upon the following by the 
method of delivery designated: 
Charles A. Homer 
DeAnne Casperson 
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo PLLC 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130 
Fax: (208) 523-9518 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N, Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: 08 529-1 0 
Nath n M, lsen 
Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney P A 
Attorneys for the Defendant 
o US Mail caHand delivered 0 Facsimile 
o US Mail ~nd delivered 0 Facsimile 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Dismissing Counts IV and V of Plaintiffs 
Complaint 6 9 0 
PAGE 3 
Michael D. Gaffuey, ISB No. 3558 
Nathan M. Olsen, ISB No. 7373 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: nathan@beardstc1air.com 
Attorneys for Croft & Reed, Inc. 
" ., 
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DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
Steel Farms, INC. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Croft & Reed, INC., 
Defendant. 
Croft & Reed, INC. 
Counterc1aimant, 
vs. 
Steel Farms, INC 
Counterdefendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Coun of Bonneville 
ss. 
Case No.: CV-08-7912 
AFFIDAVIT OF VIRGINIA MATHEWS 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS 
IV AND V OF PLAINTIFF'S 
COMPLAINT 
Affidavit of Virginia Mathews in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Dismissing Counts IV and V of Plaintiffs Complaint 
PAGE 1 
Virginia Mathews, having been duly sworn on oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am the secretary for Croft & Reed, Inc., Defendant in the above entitled matter. 
2. I am over the age of 18, am competent to testify and do so from personal knowledge. 
3. Croft & Reed's property contains two pivot sprinklers. The pivot sprinkler systems are 
attached to the property, bolted into cement slabs buried in the ground with attached 
pipes and electrical wires that are buried several feet underground. 
4. The pivots are also attached to an underground main line. 
5. Croft & Reed's property also contains a pump attached in a similar manner. 
6. There is nothing in the corporate records that indicate that Steel Farms sought or Croft & 
Reed gave written consent for Steel Farms to purchase and install pivots or a pump. 
7. Croft & Reed's property is used solely for agricultural purposes, and primarily for the 
raising of crops in a semi-arid region. The water rights and irrigation system are an 
essential part of the production of the farm, and not intended in any way to be a 
"temporary" purpose for the property. 
8. The Lease or "express contract" between the parties contains the following relevant 
proVISIons: 
2.1 Premises. The Premises shall consist of the lands and improvements and fixtures 
on the property more fully described on Exhibit "A" attached hereto. 
2.2 Construction - Tenant Improvements. Landlord is not obligated to construct any 
improvements to the Premises ... 
8.2.1 Tenant shall not make any alterations or additions to the Premises nor make any 
contract therefore without first procuring Landlord's written consent, which shall not be 
unreasonably withheld. 
Affidavit of Virginia Mathews in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Dismissing Counts IV and V of Plaintiff s Complaint 
PAGE 2 
DATED: April 27, 2010 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on this 2ih day of April, 2010. 
~tby~~ 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: Idaho Falls, ID , / 
My Commission Expires: (){() l;;u.j/ Zo/5 
(SEAL) 
G93 
Affidavit of Virginia Mathews in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Dismissing Counts IV and V of Plaintiff s Complaint 
PAGE 3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certifY that I am a licensed attorney in the State of Idaho and that on April 27, 2010, I 
served a true and correct copy ofthe AFFIDAVIT OF VIRGINIA MATHEWS IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT'S }.10TION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS IV AND V OF 
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT upon the following by the method of delivery designated: 
Charles A. Homer 0 US Mail ~and delivered 0 Facsimile 
DeAnne Casperson 
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo PLLC 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130 
Fax: (208) 523-9518 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N. Capital Avenue 
Idah Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: 20 ) 529-1 00 
Nat nM. 0 sen 
Of Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA 
Attorneys for the Defendant 
o US Mail lliand delivered 0 Facsimile 
69,; 
Affidavit of Virginia Mathews in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Dismissing Counts IV and V of Plaintiff's Complaint 
PAGE 4 
Michael D. Gaffney, ISB No. 3558 
Nathan M. Olsen, ISB No. 7373 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: nathan@beardstclair.com 
Attorneys for Croft & Reed, Inc. 
BONN 
DISTRICT COURT SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY IDAHO 
Steel Farms, INC. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Croft & Reed, INC., 
Defendant. 
Croft & Reed, INC. 
Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
Steel Farms, INC 
Counterdefendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonneville 
Case No.: CV-08-7912 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS 
IV AND V OF PLAINTIFF'S 
COMPLAINT 
Nathan M. Olsen, having been duly sworn on oath, deposes and states: 
TY 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Dismissing 
Counts IV and V of Plaintiff's Complaint 6 9 ~) 
PAGE 1 
1. I am an attorney with the law firm, Beard S1. Clair Gaffney P A, and counsel of record for 
Defendant, Croft & Reed, Inc., in the above referenced matter. 
2. I am competent to testifY and do so from personal knowledge. 
3. Attached as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of photographs of the Defendant's pivot 
sprinklers and pump. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on this 2ih day of April, 2010. 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Dismissing 
Counts IV and V of Plaintiff s Complaint 696 PAGE 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I am a licensed attorney in the State ofIdaho and that on April 27, 2010, I 
served a true and correct copy of the AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS IV AND V OF 
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT upon the following by the method of delivery designated: 
Charles A. Homer 
DeAnne Casperson 
Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo PLLC 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130 
Fax: (208) 523-9518 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N. Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
Fax: et08) 529-1300 
/ 
o US Mail ~and delivered 0 Facsimile 
o US Mail ~d delivered 0 Facsimile 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Dismissing 
Counts IV and V of Plaintiff s Complaint 697 PAGE 3 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC. , ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MINUTE ENTRY 
vs. ) Case No. CV-08-7912 
) 














On the 13th day of May, 2010, Plaintiff's 54(b) 
certification motion and Defendant's Rule 67(b) motion came 
before the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, District Judge, in open 
court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Marlene Southwick, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. The hearing was digitally 
recorded. 
Ms. Deanne Casperson appeared on behalf of the Plaintiff 
Steel Farms, Inc. 
Mr. Nathan Olsen appeared on behalf of the Defendant Croft & 
Reed, Inc. 
Ms. Casperson presented Plaintiff Steel Farms' 54(b) 
certification motion. Mr. Olsen presented argument in opposition 
to the motion. Ms. Casperson presented rebuttal argument. 
Mr. Olsen presented Defendant steel Farms' Rule 67(b) 
motion. Ms. Casperson presented argument in opposition to the 
motion. Mr. Olsen presented rebuttal argument. 
The Court will grant on a delayed basis the motion for 
certification. 
There is a motion for summary judgment scheduled for May 27, 
2010 at 9:00 a.m. 
Court was thus adjourned. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the I~ day of May, 2010, I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to 
be delivered to the following: 
Charles A. Homer 
DeAnne Casperson 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael Gaffney 
Nathan Olsen 




Charles A. Homer, Esq. (lSB No. 1630) 
DeAnne Casperson, Esq. (lSB No. 6698) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208) 523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Counterdefendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV-2008-7912 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN STEEL IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS 
IV AND V OF PLAINTIFF'S 
COMPLAINT 
KEVIN STEEL, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows: 
12 
1. I am over 18 years of age and I make this Affidavit based on my own personal 
knowledge. I understand that in making this Affidavit, I am providing sworn 
'7 () r" 
,I) ORIGINAL 
testimony under oath, which may be provided to the Court in this case and under 
penalty of perjury. 
2. I reside in Bonneville County, State ofIdaho. 
3. I am the Secretary of Steel Farms, Inc., ("Steel Farms") an Idaho corporation. 
4. I previously submitted Affidavits in this matter and this Affidavit supplements my 
prior testimony. 
5. When Steel Farms first began leasing Croft & Reed, Inc.'s ("CRI") Property, it did 
so under an oral year-to-year lease. The Property was irrigated by an irrigation well, 
pump and mainlines for pumping the water to the farmable areas. There were hand 
lines that attached to the mainlines so the water could be transported to all areas of the 
Property. 
6. In 1993, Steel Farms wanted to purchase a pivot irrigation system for use on the 
Property. I talked to Dick Reed about the idea to do so and he had no objection as 
long as Steel Farms covered the costs and provided the maintenance. Steel Farms 
paid for the purchase of the pivot in 1993 in cash, so no financing was necessary. 
Based on our discussion, there was no intention that the pivot system became CRI's 
property. Steel Farms continued to pay the same amount in rent as it always had and 
fully paid for and maintained the pivot system. 
7. When Steel Farms installed the pivot system in 1993, the pivot system was hooked up 
to the pre-existing mainline, pump and well on the Property to which the hand lines 
had been previously attached. 
2 - AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN STEEL IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS IV AND V OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
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8. The pivot was easy to install and merely replaced the existing hand lines. 
9. After Steel Farms installed the pivot in 1993, we moved the entire pivot line back and 
forth between two fields on the Property for irrigation purposes. We did not want to 
continue paying the labor costs of moving the hand lines. Moving the pivot line was 
very easy to do. Four bolts attach the first tower to a cement pad, which were easily 
unscrewed. The mainline could then be detached from the pivot by additional bolts. 
We used a generator to provide power to the motors on the towers and walked the 
pivot line alternately between both fields. 
10. I have personally observed other farmers moving entire pivot lines or moving single 
towers from field to field. 
11. In 1994, Steel Farms entered into a new, year-to-year written Lease agreement with 
Richard Reed for the lease of the Property. A true and correct copy of such Lease 
agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit A. In that Lease, CRI agreed to provide 
maintenance to the pump. Steel Farms agreed to provide maintenance to the pivot 
lines. 
12. In 1998, Steel Farms installed a second pivot on the Property so it no longer had to 
move the first pivot line back and forth between the fields. Steel Farms paid for all 
aspects ofthe pivot system and installation. The mainline was primarily in existence 
except for approximately 60 feet. Steel Farms financed the purchase through 
Diversified Financial Services. At the time of the purchase, Diversified Financial 
Services filed a UCC-l financing form to secure its interest in the irrigation 
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equipment. A true and correct copy of the UCC-I financing statement filed with the 
Idaho Secretary of State is attached here to as Exhibit B. Additionally, Diversified 
Financial Services obtained a Equipment Disclaimer in the equipment from Richard 
Reed as the property owner. A true and correct copy of the Disclaimer is attached 
hereto as Exhibit C. The Disclaimer states as follows: "Accordingly, and for valuable 
consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the 
undersigned hereby: ... (iii) waive all rights to claim that such Goods and all 
replacements and additions thereto are or at any time will become fixtures, 
notwithstanding the installation thereof in any manner on or at the Premises." 
13. When the pivots were installed, Steel Farms also paid to have power brought to the 
pivots. Because these are buried lines, Steel Farms does not seek to recover those 
electrical lines. 
14. In December of2005, Steel Farms had a new pump installed on the Property to serve 
the irrigation system. The previous pump provided by CRl was very inefficient and 
was at the end of its life. Steel Farms paid for the purchase of the pump in cash, so 
no financing was necessary. Steel Farms consulted with Venn a Reed before installing 
the pump. She did not want to pay for the pump because Steel Farms was going to 
purchase the Property. Steel Farms would not have replaced the pump if it knew it 
could not purchase the Property. 
15. When Steel Farms undertook to install the irrigation equipment on the Property, Steel 
Farms did not ever intend for the irrigation equipment to become a fixture to the 
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Property, nor did Steel Farms ever intend that the irrigation equipment would become 
the property of CRT. 
16. Prior to the installation of the pivots purchased in 1993 and 1998 representatives of 
Steel Farms had discussions with Dick Reed regarding the ownership of the pivots 
after their installation. It was agreed between the parties that if Steel Farms did not 
purchase the Property Steel Farms would remain the owner of the pivot systems and 
that Steel Farms would be entitled to either remove the pivot systems and take them 
to other Steel Farms' property or sell the used pivot systems. 
17. Steel Farms has been responsible for all maintenance and repairs of the irrigation 
equipment it owned and purchased. Dick Reed always paid for the irrigation 
equipment he owned and purchased. 
18. Both of the pivots which Steel Farms installed on the Property are mobile. The pivot 
towers are bolted to cement pads with four bolts. When the bolts are removed, the 
pivot towers are easily moved either on their own power or by truck using a ball and 
hitch system. 
19. If the pivots were removed from the Property it would take very little effort to make 
the hand lines operational again. 
20. The pivots themselves are supported by wheels, which are in turn powered by a motor 
which moves the wheels. The pivots can be moved from field to field or property to 
property on their own power by simply directing the pivots and using the motor and 
a generator. 
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21. The pump which supplies water to the pivots is also easily removable. The pump sits 
at the bottom of the well, while the motor which powers the pump sits at the top of 
the well. The pump can be pulled out from its location at the bottom ofthe well and 
is easily removable so that when repairs are necessary, the pump can be accessed 
quickly. This is done often to maintain and repair pumps. The motor is bolted to the 
top of the well on a cement pad, but is easily removable as well because the motor 
must be removed for repairs or maintenance. Steel Farms has on several occasions 
removed the motor for other pumps it owns although it has not had to do so on this 
particular pump. 
Dated this 13 day of May, 2010 
Kevin Steel 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this \'"'5~day of May, 2010 
Notary Public for the State of Idaho 
(seal) Residing at: cL~'yOc ~ ~~ -:::s-b 
My commission expires: J-\ - \d - 'dO \l-\ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this t)~day of May, 2010, I served a copy of the following 
described pleading or document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing 
or by facsimile, with the correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof. 
DOCUMENT SERVED: 
ATTORNEYS SERVED: 
Nathan M. Olsen 
Michael D. Gaffney 
AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN STEEL IN OPPOSITION 
TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS IV ANDVOF 
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
BEARD, ST. CLAIR, GAFFNEY, P.A. 
2105 Coronado Street 
( 0First Class Mail 
( ) lfand Delivery (vi Facsimile 
( ) Overnight Mail 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
G:IWPDATAICAHlI49191PIeadingsISum Iudg Cts IV & V OPP.KS.AFF.wpd:bel 
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THIS AGREEIVIENT, made and entered into this I day of 
NoTch, 1994, by and between Richard B. Reed of Idaho Falls. 
Idaho ,tleye i Dafter ccd 1 ed "Landlord," and Steel Farms, Inc., an 
Idaho corporation with principal offices in Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
hereinafter called "Tenant. i! 
NITNESSETI-L:. 
1. Propert~ leased_ Landlord does hereby lease to Tenant, 
and Tenant hereby leases from landlord, tor farming the following 
described real estate located in Bonneville County, State of 
Idaho. tOO-VIi t: 
The west halt IW1/2l of sectIon 5, township 2 north, range 
36 E.B.M. 
The south half (81/2) of the southwest quarter 18Wl/4) of 
sectlon 32, township 3 north. range 36 E.B.M. 
The north half (Nl/2) of the southwest quarter (SVJ1/4) less 
the north half (Nl/2) of the north (Nl!2) of the north half 
(Nl/2) of the Southwest Quarter (SW1!4) of Section 32 
Township 3 North. Range 36 E.B.M. 
Excepting therefrom any county or hig-hwo.y road rj.ght-of-
'\-vays. 
2. Ie.rm ofT·A"S.e._ This leaE~e shall run for a term of one 
year and from year to year thereafter. The term shall commence 
on l'1arch L 1994, and contInue until terminated by either party 
giving a ninety (90) day written notice prIor to the end of any 
one yeaS" tern.!. 
of f thousand dollars ($40 000) per year. First half twenty 
thousand d..::.'llars ($20,000) due ()Il or before I\1arch :::">,1 of CUlTent 
Exhibit "A" 
year. Second half twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) due on or 
before November 30 of current year. 
4. Ear:mi DQ ExpensPFi and Pract i r:as Tenant at 1 ts ovm 
expense shall furnIsh cdl machInery and equipment; l)ay for all 
pumping pe,wer; provide all work and labor; supply all supplIes. 
seed., sprays, chemicals, and ma.terials; and expend all monies 
necessary to prepare the soil and plant. grow, harvest. deliver. 
and market all crops. 
Crop rotation. irrigation. fertilization. weed control. soil 
CC>l1serva t ion, and otl1er farming practices shall be done timely 
and in accordance with the best farming practices of the 
locality. 
Tenant shall 
properly care for and provide ordinary service to the pumps and 
mainlines; Landlord shall pay tor any necessary repairs to or 
replacement of pumps and mainlines. Tenant shall maintain and 
keep in good order, conditIon, and repalY, at the expense of 
Tenant. the lateral irYigation lines and sprinkler heads. 
6. Landlord shall pay all real and personal 
property taxes assessed against the leased property. 
7. Tenant tj.3.S 
carefully inspected and examined all property included in this 
lease. including but not limited to the condition of the soil. 
productIvity of the farm. condition of improvements, and 
condItion and adequacy of the irrigation system. and ~.Cenan t 
6.c ce l)ts the ANY WAER]~NTY TO 
CONDITION OF ANY PROPERTY IS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. 
7'14 
8. Remedies fQr .De.f.ill.LJ.t of Te.ll.QJ.lL 
a. In the event Tenant shall fail to comply wIth any of 
the covenants, terms, or conciltions of this lea.se (",.[hieh failure 
IS not corrected by Tenant within ten (10) days after notice in 
writing by Landlord to Tenant. personally delIvered or mailed 
certified mail. return receipt requested) or shall abandon or 
vacate the premlses. Tenant shall not have the riqht to continue 
to occupy and farm tIle premises. and Lctndlord shall have the 
right to re-enter B.nd repossess the premises; any payments made 
by Tenant and Tenant's interest in any crops harvested or growing 
shall be forfeited to Landlord as reasonable liquidated damages. 
b. In the event of default of Tenant, Landlord may 
elect, in lieu of or prior to termlnation for default. to remedy 
the default for tenant. and in each case tenant shall forthwith 
upon demand repay the cost to Landlord with interest at 
percent per annum until repaid. 
c. landlord shall have all the rights and remedies in 
Tenants crops of a secul~ed party under the Idaho Uni form 
COIn.mercia.1 Code. 
d. Waiver by Landlord of any breach by Tenant hereunder 
shall not be deemed a waiver of any subsequent breach; failure of 
L.:3.ndlord to insist upon strict performance shall nOi':' r-elJ.nquish 
his right to thereafter enforce such performance. 
e. Tenant shall pay all costs, expenses. and reasonable 
attorneys fees incurred by Landlord In enforcing the covenants 
of this lease or collecting damages for the breach thereof. with 
or without suit. in trial or appellate courts. 
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shall also have such other remedies as are afforded in law 01-
equi ty in event of o.ny breach by Tenant. 
a. In the event of any default by Landlord hereunder 
[not corrected by landlord, personally delivered or mailed 
certified mail, return receipt requested) Tenant at his option 
may remedy such breach, and the cost thereof may be deducted by 
Tenant from unpaid rental owing hereunder. 
b. Landlord shall pay all costs, expenses, and 
reasonable attorney's fees incurred by tenant in enforcing the 
covenants of the lease or collectIng damages for the breach 
thereof, with or without SUIt, in trial or appellate courts. 
10. m.is..ca.l.1.a De Ol..l.S-.. 
a. All the provisions of this lease shall be bInding 
upon the successors, heirs: administrators, and assigns of the 
parties hey-eto. 
b. Landlord shall have the right to enter upon the 
premises at any reasonable time to inspect and examine any and 
all parts thereof.and the right to inspect crops in storage in 
Hhich landlord hetS an Interest. 
c. Upon termina.tion of the leaSE;, tenant sha 11 
surrender possession of the leased premises. with all property, 
In good conditIon and repair. ordInary wear and tear excepted. 
ct, The terms "Landlord" and 'Tenant· shall be constnJect 
as used hereIn to Include singular and plural. and the masculIne 
gender shall be construed to Include the femInine. 
IN tl\Tl TNESS W'dEREOF, the parties have executed thls lease 
this day ot March. 1994. 
ATTES'I: 
Kevin Steel. Secretary 
"LJ.',.NDLORD " 
.~,f?~ 
Richard B. Reed 
"TEN71NT" 





COpy ONE TO FILING 
NO. 032S--P. 2 
IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO FINANCING STATEMENT· FORM UCC·1 
Inlliructione: 5414401 
1. PLEASE tYPIii THIS FORM IN IlLACit 
2. FIling FeeS! a. WIIh Senl.ry 01 Sr.I .. Enl!pt for pM-p..Id """"U(11 lItel'8, encloBe flUng lee 01 SS.OO W IOfITJ ill typed, or "0.00 1/ no! 'lYped. For 
3ttaohmenls, Eta $1.00 per priJl\ed ps;e. Fr&-pllld !locounl ual'8 must Inler C~lItcmer Numbet in 'Fain; 011101 Use' ~Iocll.lo rlghL 
b, Fixture tiling willi coun~ tecOrdef. 6nalaJe reoording fe, of 183.00 pel page. 
a. FIle only 'he criginQl. Mako oopin /or your fll&. Tile ollglnlll Will bo ""umed II~ your acknowledgment. 
4. 511ler only C/ll cebler'1l name or uaumed name par deb\or bl~ck IICllc1Iy as k isle be ind_d. II mere thin 10"" nam"., "'"' an ~hod ~h,11. 
linter (,,\llVid .. 1 d.blor 'lame!!: LaBl, FiIlll Mldlfle TftIe: e.g. Smith, Johp Alan Jr. 
5. When the ObU~lItlcn hIlS b!en yUs!(ed, oompl." the Termination StalllrnenlllJ1d tetllrn 1hl original to 1118 fllln; clflcer. 
Debtor #1 (last name, firs~ middle, title & mailing add/'ess) 
steel Farms, Inc. 
2462 W49N 
Idaho Falls, ID 834D2 
Secured party and Address 
Golden West Idaho Falls 
4755 Haro'dsen Drive 
Idaho Falls, 10 83402 
ii99969 
FDlng CHlce UII Only 
Oebtor#2 Mailing Address fur acknowladgment, It not Secured Party 
Diversified Financial Servlees, Inc. 
Debter-4tS .. _--" -. -j., • 
Debtor.ft4 
14010 1st Nat'l Bk Pkwy, Sle 205 
Omaha, NE 68154-5206 
Assignee and Address 
Diversified Financial Services, Inc. 
14010 1st Nat'l Bk Pkwy, Ste 205 
Omaha NE 68154-6206 
Check if Covered 
o Products of collateral are also covered 
II ene of the follawing 1>0)1;99 III .he.lCed, lJ'oe secured party rnzo~ sign th .. flllangips .t"I'1"~t. The coHIll"" .. 1 deeoribed herein is; 
o !3rQug~1 illle U)i~ alale already aubJeCl 10 a !l8CIl~ly illletl!Slu, IIltolher jurildielion •• 
o 8ubjeCllo 9 securlly Inlereat In ~olher jut"dillli;m, IUId the dllbtol'a laeshon has ehanged III this 1II111c. 
o Pro.,..d, of tn, oMglnal ccllafetal d"ectibed llbave in which D ",",uriI;' II1!l1re" Wa!I per1ecled. 
o The "ubjac\ QI Q linanclng "alem"nl Which hllSlsp""d. 
o Subject 10 3 "",outity inter,," ptrf'Cl8d \,)~d9r a prIor narne or Idenl~y 01 th., deblor. 
This linancing statement covers the following types or items of property: 
(If this is a fixture, timber or mineral filing to be recorded with the County Recon:ier, Include legal deSCription and name of record owner, if required.) 
1 • Model 19000 Valley Irrigation Center Plv01 1296' WNalley Stlpplled Ace., Frelght.\ Installation (huh'tuwable) 
"-Signature(s) of'Dsb'tOr{s}' 




TeFlMINA ilON STATEMENT - The Secured PsJ1y flO longer Clalmflll !leCurity inl~rnl under !he financing BllIlement. 
Secured Party or AS!\lgnee 01 Reocre! 
F112!l.Cl (2199) 
298SS Exhibit "B" 
Date 
t'" R 
111 FIUN~ OFFICER COPY ( 1 ,) 
Filing Office Use Only 
lDAOO SECRETARY OF STATE 
8~/25/199a 8918B 
(,'1(= 1lOIII cr. 99969 BlI; 148481 
1 @ &.88 = 6.88 UCC1 FILE • 2 
FiUJlI Hulbert B a 12222 
Fl"vi ... d 7191 
AP R. 6.2009 1 :50PM DIVER D FINANCIAL SERVICES 
Diversified Financial Services, Inc. 
14010 First National Bank Parkway, Suite 205 
o tn::lh$l. t.n= ~A1I;JI_!;!JO~ 
Phone (40'-) 984-9000 FAX (402) 9114-8051 
Equipment Disclaimer 
NO. 8141 P. 2 
'-..-, 
The unciP.r"ian",rt Ie tho roecrd ownor ot mort9~"" v! dIll !Ollowlng aescnbed real estate (the 'Premises ): (Insert lull description as shown on Retail 
Installment Contract.) 
sW 1/4 of SW 1/4 Sec. 32 T~N R-36 Bonneville Co., 10 
Th<;/ Undoroigncd heo boan iituvi:Slld Ihat.;G=u""'l""d"'e:..n::...W.,..,e:::s"'t"-l .... d ... a"'hC!.:o~F..:a:!!I~ls~_,-___ =-......,~-:-___ _ 
Ct.~pllor") h::u~ or ic ~baut too oocll Upt.:.lll \ 11 1":1 In \":"HI1~ PL.1f1ilusnt to Hn,#'ul 1t"l., .... l1n··h~I·ll t;' .. U" ...... 40' t-It). ,:: .. ;.;;!'Iwl.:!4.:!4c=O;..z11...... ______________ to 
Stael rarms. Inc, 
(8uyer) the following described Goods, which will be delivered to and installed and/or located on the Premises: 
(Inssrt full description of Goods) 
1- V<2l1tov MUIM iF 8uuu Irr'DIIJlnh I.:ontot Pivot 1!lOG' WNo.U.,y Cupplied Aw.} Freight & Ins(sllanon (non-lowabJa) 
. Ar.C':nrrlil'l[Jly. !Onrf f-..r v,tlu"blo ooncirlalQlion, tho 1'C"",ipl "'I III :sulJl[.1ericyor WnICtllS hereby acknowledged, lhe Underslg;ed hereby: (i) disclaims any 
interest in thg Goods which may be prior to the Interest of the Salier, under said Retaillnslallment Contract or otherwise; (ii) waive all rights under local 
law to levy or distrain upon tha Goods; (iii) waive aU right to claim thaI such Good.~ ::Inri :III "...,,1"',. ...... "' ....... ",,'" addWoM Iho'""'t", u,,_ v, • .1 allY U,,, .. wlll 
oecome IIXIUre$~ notwithstanding the Installation \hereof in any matlner on .or atthe· Premises; (iv) waive all other rights, claims and demands of every 
kind against said Goods and all mplaoernents and addition~ thereto: (v) agree lhat in the evp-nt rh~t Sli!lIar Slhall at any Ume e)("rci~ it:; "8111 ur power, 
under said Retail Installment Contract or otherwise, 10 ' lake possession of and/or remova the Good!!. IhA IIntl ... ..ianori ,Ull! ""I hihdor Ih_ .~o ~,. 
11111::1 Jelt: ur oDJeCt Inemto, anti the Undersigned hereby oonsent to Seller's .~t'l!ry Uilon the Premisae for such purposes. This Equl/Jment Disclaimer will 
continue in full force and effeet until Buyer has paid the full amount owing In accordance witK the terms and conditioh8 of the RelailtnstaJiment Contract 
and any renewals, modifications, amendments, oraxtens\ons thereof. 
This Equipment Disolaimer shall be binding upon the respec6ve heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns of the Undersigned, and 
shall inure to the:it. of SeJler and its succ:rsors and assigns. 
I:'"t ... .,. lhl" /. - do.yof ,,612. 19."'/ /.:tJ 9 fl' . 
f 
1\ 1 I I.!.: I"IWITNEElEl: 
~dReed ----------------------------~ ~:J:i 
_________________________________________________ ' ~y~XL_ __________________________________________ __ 
(Corporl'ta Ses~ If 3ppliaable) 
STATE OF_....L-JJ=~~~~;;;..;::::.. ________ _ 
COUNTY OF _ttQL. -S¥-~~ .. .u.::..&...,.~_ ~ ~~L~~I<....:~:::::.----~-
Tille; 
Exhibit "C" 
I"" .~ (1 t __ \.: 
Before ma, the Undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said Counly and state. on this day personaUy appeared 
Charles A. Homer, Esq. (ISB No. 1630) 
DeAnne Casperson, Esq. (ISB No. 6698) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.c. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208)523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV-08-7912 
AFFIDAVIT OF DALE 
PETERSEN IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
DISMISSING COUNTS IV AND V 
OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
DALE PETERSEN, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows: 
I. I am over 18 years of age and I make this Affidavit based on my own personal 
knowledge. I understand that in making this Affidavit, I am providing sworn 
testimony under oath, which may be provided to the Court in this case and under 
penalty of perjury. 
2. I reside in Bonneville County, State ofIdaho. 
3. I am a Sales Design Specialist at Golden West Irrigation in Idaho Falls. 
720 ~\G\NAL 
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4. I have worked at Golden West Irrigation since 1984. I have sold irrigation equipment 
for 37 years. 
5. I have overseen the purchase and installation of roughly 1000 pivot systems. 
6. I am familiar with the costs and values of pivot systems. 
7. As a Sales Design Specialist for Golden West Irrigation, I have access to Golden 
West Irrigation's sales files. I have inspected Golden West Irrigation's sales files 
with regard to its sales to the Steels and/or Steel Fam1s, Inc. for equipment installed 
on property owned by Croft & Reed, Inc. 
8. Golden West Irrigation sold Steel Fam1s a Valley Model 6000 Center Pivot pivot 
system in 1993. At the time Steel Fanns purchased such pivot system, the cost of the 
pivot system was $46,372.00. A true and correct copy of the sales records and related 
documents of such pivot system is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
9. The Valley Model 6000 Center Pivot pivot system was installed on property owned 
by Croft & Reed, Inc., and leased by Steel Fam1S. 
10. The new replacement value of the Valley Model 6000 Center Pivot pivot system is 
$81,780.00. 
11. The current 2010 appraisal value of the Valley Model 6000 Center Pivot pivot system 
is $32,712.00. 
12. Golden West Irrigation sold Steel Farms a Valley Model 8000 Center Pivot pivot 
system in 1998. At the time Steel Fam1s purchased such pivot system, the cost ofthe 
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pivot system was $46,982.00. A true and correct copy ofthe sales records and related 
documents of such pivot system is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
13. The Valley Model 8000 Center Pivot pivot system was installed on the same property 
as the property on which the Valley Model 6000 Center Pivot pivot system was 
installed. 
14. The new replacement value of the Valley Model 8000 Center Pivot pivot system is 
$81,780.00. 
15. The current 2010 appraisal value of the Valley Model 8000 Center Pivot system is 
$39,500.00. 
16. In 2005, I sold Steel Farms a new pump to be used with the previously installed pivot 
systems. The cost of the pump, plus accompanying irrigation equipment and labor 
costs for installation, was $65,118.00. A true and correct copy of the sales record and 
related documents of such pump and accompanying equipment is attached hereto as 
Exhibit C. 
17. The new replacement value of the pump is $88,116.00. 
18. The current 2010 appraisal value of the pump is $49,785.00. 
19. A true and correct copy of the spreadsheet I created showing the various values and 
appraisals for the Valley Model 6000 Center Pivot, Valley Model 8000 Center Pivot 
and pump as noted above are attached hereto as Exhibit D. 
20. Based upon my knowledge and experience in the irrigation equipment industry, pivot 
systems and pumps are mobile devices, which are regular ly moved from one property 
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to another. It is common practice for owners of irrigation equipment to move their 
own equipment between fields and properties for irrigation purposes. 
21. It is common practice in the irrigation equipment industry for people to buy and sell 
used irrigation equipment, including pivots, towers and pumps, and to move those 
items from property to property. 
22. When a party finances the purchase of irrigation equipment, it is conm10n practice for 
the financing company to obtain a waiver of interest from the landowner and to file 
a UCC-1 financing statement foml to take a security interest in the equipment. Ifthe 
purchasing party defaults on its payments on the equipment, it is common practice for 
the secured party to repossess the pump, panel, motor, tower and pivots. On certain 
occasions the mainline will be removed in the course of repossession as well. The 
only part of the equipment which is not typically removed in the course of 
repossession are the electrical lines, as the electrical lines are considered property of 
the power company. 
Dated this ~ day of May, 2010 
Dale Petersen 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 13t day of May, 2010 
1\ 
(seal) 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served a copy of the following described pleading or document 
on the attomeys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct 
~~ postage thereon, on this ~ day of May, 2010. 
DOCUMENT SERVED: AFFIDAVIT OF DALE PETERSEN IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 




BEARD, ST. CLAIR, GAFFNEY, P.A. 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
( v{First Class Mail 
( ) Jiand Delivery ( 0 Facsimile 
( ) Overnight Mail 
~Cgy~ 
DeAnne Casperson 
G \\VPDATAICAH\ 1491 9 iPieadingsISom Judg CIs 1V & \' OPP DP.AFF wpd'be! 
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PAGE 1 :'> 
~Cl't /14/ -13 
V VALMONT INDUSTRIES, INC. 
V ALLEY. NEBRASKA 68064 
TELEPHONE (402) 359·2201 VjlLIIII"~ FINAL ApPRV. _________ _ 
DATE 
DATE LOAOED _____________ ___ _ 
RATING: l ,'. J (J:j '4:1 d 7 11 TRAILER NO. _______________ _ _ 
L.E.B. _______ _ 
DATE 
NO. OF PACKAGES ________________ _ 
'- .) '.)4 / 14 / 9J 
WEIGHT ______________ __ _ 
.,-~~~J~U.~O=lJI~O~!bJ(I!~'~~l":VU:U.,'>;l .. ~~""~";'~""U:;'!:"",,::;'\U 
THIS SHIPPING dRDEIl must be legibly filled In. In Ink. In 
RECEIVE,subJect to the classifications and tariffs in eHeet cm the date . 
-',J. • -.. ".- >~ ''''. '\ 
Name of 
~arrl8r HINt .' " ,", Date 04/Z3/?J~ 
·F.rom VALIVIONT INDUSTfUfE,S,JNC~, at Valley, Nebraska 68064 
th~~l'()pe,rty i:le.scribedbelow, 1~ app~rent good order, except eilinoi~ll(i:onteiiis and .co~ditlon ofcontent~ of p~c~agea unknown), marked consigned, and. destined. as Indl.cated below, 
\'ihlen said carner (the Jlork carner being understood throughout this contract as meaning any person or corporation In possession of the property under the. contract) egrees to cerry,!o Ita 
usual place of.deliverY ~t s.ald destinetl,o,n, If on .Its rout~, otherwise to deliver to anqther carrier Qn the rout~ tO"sald destination, It Is mutually agreed, as 10 each carrier of all or any of. sald pro-
pertyover all or /lny portion ohald route to destination; end as 10 each perty at any time Inlerested In aUorany of said property Ihat every service to be performed hereunder shall be s~bleci 
to all the terms and conditions olthe Uniform DO,mestlc ~tralght Bill of,Lad[ng set forth (1) In Offl~lal; Southern, Western and IIhnols Freight Classifications In effect on the date hereof. If his 
isa rail or a rall-waler shipment, or (2) In the applicable motor carrletcla~lflcatlon or tanfflt this Isa motor carrier shipment. ." 
Shlrip~r het:8b~ certifies ihat he Is iamlUar with all tn, terma ancl conditions 0; the Uld .blliolladlng; Including those an the back thereof. set forth In the claSSification or tariff 
which QQ1i~rnstli,e trsnsportatlon of this sHlpment"and the said terms and condlUons are hereby agreed to by' the shipper and accepted for himself and his assigns. 
'Nili~ '- where the rate is dependent on value. shippers are reijulredto stllte specifically In wrltihg the agreed or declared value olthe property, 
'\ttJeilg~eed or declared value of the property,is hereby speciflcally steted by the shippert0 be not excee!llng, _________ Per ________ _ 
;': .. -. 
Consigned to Got DEN WEST {MHO EAI!t S ~{SIEeL fARMS 
IDAHO FALLS I D (Mall or street address of consignee -For purposes of notification OnlY.; 
Destinatl0 n ______ ------ State. __________ _ County __________ _ 
No, 4405 Caror Route. _____ -'-~------------ Vehicle Initial HINZ 
Description of Articles, Special Marks and Exceptions 




'SUble<:t to Section 7 of bC,"dlll~~a 01 ep-
pllcabla ~11I oll.dlng, If this shipment Ie to 
"" da. lIyers. d to .the conslgne .. · wlitiout ~et;.ou,rse on the co~s'gnorl the conSHirtor ~hall .• lgn.tha following .tatament: ,l,r 
:rij~ e,errl.ar shall not make delivery of this 
.snlptl1.ent without payment of freight and all 
,.6t~.rlalVf~1 charge., ,'+. 
. VALMONT INDUSTRIES, INC. 
(Signature of consignor,) 
If charges are to be prepaJd, write or 
stamp here, "To be Prepatd." 
Received bp 
to apply In ~r.pay2nt 0)\. ce!?O 
on the property described hereon. 
Agent or Cashier 
Per 
~~~;~~~~!~r~:re acknowledges only the 







III ,J.. J 
Order No. .~ i -.,f "-', t .'-"'-.... '"' ~ .~ ,-" Ft. U Total Weight '"" .... 
. . I; ~,J , ~ .'. 
* *Shipper's Bill of Lading Number must appear on~1I Fr~ight Bills, Delivery Receipts and CorresPQndt:tnce. '!;' 





GOLDEN WEST IRRIGATION 
BOY. 48B • 2256 SO. HIWAY 191 • REXBURG, IDAHO 83440 
PHONE (208) 356·9318 
4755 HAROLDSEN DRIVE • IDAHO FALLS, IDAIlO 63401 
PHONE (208) 524'3203 
VALLEY CENTER PIVOTS 
THUNDERBIRD 
SIDE ROLL LINES 
;P" /Ji::. iJ J. "-a DATE J f~ I COMPLETION DATE .T 
1615 W.49N. SIO: 6'Jh.75~~U,,~~~g~~J~ tu'l:~~H MATERIAL AND LASOR TO COMPLETE THE WORK 
.-- DOLLARS $_. ____ ~. 
IDP,HO FALLS,ID.83402 PAYMENT TO BE MADE 
IE HEREBY SUBMrr SPECIFICATIONS AND 810 FOR: --- AS FOLLOWS: .. __ . 
JUANTIlY STQCK NUMBER OR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
1 l30R F'1'. q SPAN MODRT. nOOO VA J.LRY f'EN.TElLEl1lOL W, lJNvr;N'! JiIIAI. PTVO'T' 
PANEL. 
1 7.5 H.P. END GUN BOOSTER PUMP 
9 SETS 14.9 X 24 HI FLOAT TRRTf!A'T'Tmr TTRR<:: 
9 H H.P. HIGH SPEED MOTORS , 
1 LIGHTNING ARRESTOR l-!.O\L.ERESSURR SWT'T'f'U 
1 PIVOT FLEX I-RUNNING tiGHT 




1 LOW PHESSURE SPRINKLER PKG.W/DROPS , REGULATORS & ROTATORS 
1 S :! 100 NELSON END GUN 
1 SURVEY CONCRETE PIVOT PAD FREIGHT SETUP WIRE & START-
1 PIVOT & EXISTING MAINLINE TIE IN lv/AIR VAC & SURGE PLUG 
-
1 P[NP & PIVOT ELECTRICAL TIE-IN\v/30 AMP DISCONNECT 
1 LOW PRESSURE COMPENSATOR VALVE Il'LELAMG~& INSTALLAIION 
1580 J"T. ~2 9, SIR A NJL.EQWER WIRE INSTALLElL. 
--_._------_., -----








1 C A M S COMPUTOR PIVOl EAMEL __ LJI21LOO...EXIRA-
-'----
BOOM BACKS OM ALL SEAMS /.:£ 3 £I a~ 
J 




..L~ LjJ1~/- . kto.;: £ --I --{4&." 
----
7c.r.",",~ • ...-J 
--
---- r---'--- ------_ .. _-
------.----. 
," Sub Total ~~':b. e-Q !-~ Describe hade-in. if nny _______ . . _____ ., __ .___ " . 
Ii Seller is 10 deliJ'e( Or inslall mnlerial and circumstances arc encountered vlhich incrc<,so such costs. Ihese addiU~h.~ ~Jsts will be added Trade-in I 
to !he balance due and be paid by Purchaser. Sellor is granted permission to dear terrain It) illslnll malerial and will bitck1i1! any digging, but Cush Paid 
will ,\ot be rOQuired ic ~esloro 1rMs.. grass o~ olher cava, 10 the backfill. ;; , ;;: Oan t?J: __ , With Order 
" ( l Seller ( ) Purchast~t shUll install I~a nla:enCll. Thu sml1e shall be delivered hy $clilor 10 Plllcn(l$c( aL-_._. _____ ~--------- Sated T?x 
':lnd be inst~lIcd and rEmain'on Ihe !ollowing real property.IUse leg.:JI desc.~e. U. SE: :,~, NE It", Set: B Inp. :). N, R ,12 EBM) __ .______ 
Balance d/j?r.L ~:;. 
-'~----- .------.-.------.----•.. -.-~.---------. / 
Balance P~ly3blc: in ctlsh p:'lYable on or be'of~~ _____________ . 19 __ .. 
lerm purchase agreement pavable In consecutive {monthly, annual}'!nslallments commencing 19 __ _ 
on SeUcr's standard purchase money secudly agruemcnt, on 'such fin3nclng loerms as the Ptlrn~8 .lgres. but Ihe SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITiOnS on the 
reverse. side hereo' shnll nevert!10ICS$ conlinue In full cUcci hl.:hvnen Ihe purtle::; and this agreement shaH be incorporated into ;:tlld be a pari of stich pun:hI.1Hf> 
n1onoy security lI{re~mcnL In case of Inconsistencies between this inslrumenl and ~uch purchn$:!l money security agreement Ihis instrument ;;hul! control. 
;\lIy price inereatt.lli ::ldtwecn Sellor nod Its suppliers on .'"y materials I maehina, hIre or labor listed horeln, which occur between the data horaol atld date of delivery to purchostJr '.N!I! 
be pas sod on to 311d JJilld by Purchaser. Th·s ordQr shall not be binding on Seller until accepted and signed by n duly authorh:Dd agent of $o-llor and this ordor may bt> modified or re&c\ndnd 
only by a wriling slgnod by both parties or their duly DtJthorized agents. 
In case 0' change in quantlty of matorlnlu Of services Instlliled or rumlahed, arlthml1lUc erro(, unit prices extended will detormlne totel cost. Any past due sums shall bear tl FINANC~ CHAr-lG~ 
of 1 ~% PER ~AONTH on unpaid balBnce (oQual to 21 % ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE) from their due dare until paId. 
Pilrct)Qscr agrees thai tilla and risk. of loss 10 materials sold hereunder pass to Porchnsar uJ Seller's (or common c.wier's) place of business immediately upon idenliflcalio!l 01 the malo rial 
t-tl the ngreernenl and prior 10 delivery Ie. or Inst.:allalion at Purchnser's premises, and confirms that the matorial will be used by him dirEictly and primarily in the process of producing tangible 
lJersona! property :ly :nlnino. manufacluring. processing, or lor forming. 
PV(Ch3Ser wnrrants tha trade-In \0 be free of 01111009 nnd encumbrancosj·that:tll has tead thl!1 Estimate and Aarcemcnlln Its t1ntlroly. both front and back pago~ and nttaChtndnt:s, if any. 
has received n true completed copy hOToof; that his slgnaluro hero,?" makes this a firm offer on his part to pur~hase the nlaterlal; that If ll)lsofferlsaccepted by Seller bysignakure hanlon, by 
delivery 01 all or 3.'y part of the material or :llhUrwlso •. ho has rend, understands and agr~l!Is to all ot tho terms and !!ondlUoos heraot. including but not IImit\'l"d to tho SPECIAL TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS on llle ravetSO side and Item 5 above, nnd that nil terms and blallks wero filled in prior to signing this order. 
nc!!: SEe OTHER SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION. ALL OF TI-JE TERMS. CON0ll10NS AND PROVISIONS ON THE f-1EVERSE SIDE FOAM A PARr HEREOF. 
_______ ._. ___ ;-lI!sitJef\~t. 
s cslil1Ulle void ttfler ___ :Jay:; irom dOli'! unless accuplcd Exhibit "B" 
Purchaser's Signature. 
EXBURG, IDAHO 83440 
.0. Box 488 - S. Highway 191 
hone: (208) 356-9318 (208) 524-7310 






CUSTOMER CONTRACT NUMBER 
1-98-300 
1615 WEST 49 NORTH 
CIlY-STATE-fDAHO FALLS, ID. 83402 
~CHARGE 






IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83405-1096 
P.O. Box 51096 - 4755 Haroldsen Drive 
Phone: (208) 524-3203 
FAX: (208) 524-3204 
OTY . PARTS IIUf,lBER OESCRIPTlOrJ urHT PRICE 
1 1296' 8 SPAN VALLEY ENTER PIVOT /5 H.P. 
BOOSTER SR-lOl END GUN 
14.9X24 TIRES C:A:M:S: PRO PANEL 
Receipt is hereby acknowledged of the above items, and I agree (unless such are incorporated In a Purchase Money 
lecurlty Agreement, In which event I will be bound by Its terms) to pay a finance charge (service charge) computed 
It a perfodlc rate of 1 3/4% per month. or an annual percentage rate of 21 % applied to any balance of my 
Iccount, Including accrued finance charges, which remains unpaid 15 days or more past the billing date thereof. 
rhe biUlng date Is the 25th of each month for all charges incurred during the month to that date. I agree that the entire 
lbove balance Is due within 10 days following the billing date. 
Sfgnaturs _________________________ --:..,.--"-__ _ 
/ , ' 
. / 
{ 
/ // ..,., rw ' 1"1 
/" l :J V PLEASE PAY FROM 
I: J ::HM DIY lED FINANCIAL SERVICES NO, 5 I'll 
,'...., 
Ohnu",ifltsn' r=ina. . ,tl '~, "109c, In.o. 
14010 r:'lr3t Nati.p,m" S~ Parl\~aYl Suite ;;!Ub 
Omaha, NE 93154-5206 
(8oo) 6'48-8026 FAX .(402) 964-8051 
, , 






Name SloGI Farms. Inc.. i, Name -,,=G~o;:ld;;:~;;n~W~e~st~l~dlSal.!h:=:o~F~a!!!lIs:i'!-.~ __ ~ __ ~ __ 
Adt!rG.s.s 2462 W 49N Addra~s~4:-7~S5':7.H~a~ro:!.!ll:!!;ds2!e~n.L'O.!:!.!.!rl~vE!2-'-' ------__ _ 
-- city l~~ho Falls County 
City [daho F~lJs County Bonneville' i; Stal!l' :.::IO"'-__________ -....,-,.=-z-IP-a-3-4-0-Z----
State 1'0 . £'ip 83402, , 
ThG iSlPOVe·namad SeRer "araby sells and 1he abo\le·namedBuy~r hereby buys, 6n thE! talms and cOlldil.io"s hereinaller set lot.th the followi "'---d (If se.§lce Igina<f'§quam atlach ~g!,ed WSGriplion.l ' , • n9 yVI.l Sl 
1 - Model" 8000Vaday IrrigatIon CGnlerPivo{ 1291)' WNalley S(Jpp1ie~ Acc., Freight & fostallatioh {non.tcwabre} 
A. Cash Price 
B.SaresTax 
C. TOTAL CASH PRlCE (A pluS'B) 
D. CAS~ t>OWfol PI\YMENT 
E, Trade-In Allowance 
$ __ ..J!2!!!!3~4~9.:...1t1~O $_-----(Description} 
}=, Tot:ilJ DQwn pLa:':ym""" 9:-:n:'::·\---.,.......--..,.....---------
(D pfus Et 
.$ ·2!~49.10 
K. FINANCE CHARGE 
l. TOTAL OF PAYMENTS 
\ (J plusJq 
M. DEFERRED PAYMENT PRICE 
(F'pI!l~ 1:.) 
N'. ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE 








G. Vnpald Cash Price 
{C mll1usF) i ,Buyer agrees to!pay and Sal/sf agrS$S 10 accept the Total Of P/J)'menb 
, (l!~nl'L)in 5 conSGcutfye AhnUa1' $ 44,632J10 H. Insorance'Co$l{s) 
I. Filing ahd'Originalioll FeelS 
J. Atno'lm! Fil'lanced - (Unpilid'Prlncipal 9afane;e) 







ItJstallments. lhe lirst or whioh shall ba;"-::=tj'f.I,Ie-:===----,Zor[7"'t'lJj-r------, 
., 200Q In !ha amount of ~ 11.073.59 and lhe 
, f$'rnalrJlng..--! Illstal\ment.uach in the' amount 01 $ n ,07.3.59', 
lhe lirsl QrWhich.snall.badue Zll§,. ,20Ql 
and thg fasL on 1116 , 2004 
- THE FINA/-{CE CHARGE APPLIES'FROM THE'DATE OF ACCEPTANCE .oF THE GOODS BY BUYER • 
• EUYE~ AUTHORIZES D,IVERSIFlED FINANCIAL SERVICES. (!IIC .. (·DFS·~ TO FILL IN "H~ BLANKS RELATING To THE DUE DATES OF THE 
PAYMENTS AND THE IOENTIFYING NUMBERS ORTHE GOODS. ".:, 
-BUYER cOt-JSErnS TO iH; INTENDED ASSIGNMENT HEREOF BVSELLER AND A(lllEES TO MAKE PAYMENT 1'0 SELL5R OR AN.Y 
ASSICiNE:EHEFlEI;)F, '~LLeR' IS '0 EFI NED TO INCLUDE AI..LASSIGNEl:s OF SELLER. 
t DO NOT SlqN 'T1lI9 'CON11lACT BSf'Ohli YOU Rl!AD IT, OR IF IT CONT.AJ~$ AN.Y I!~K Sl> ACea. 
2. YOU AIUil 1iN1l1J..1!D TO. m IiXAOJ eopv o\" THIi CONTRo\cTYOU SlttN, I'QU:.Y D:!CUTED. 
'l'Hl9 RSOl' AIL. INSTA1.W~m CONTRACT ,(CONTRAoT). 'Is SUBJ£CT TO' T!t1i TI5RUI! ANI) eoNDIl1eNIt lllar I"OIjTI{ ABOVE ANI:! qpt ilil R~Vl;RBti 6101i'. ITo EXPEOlTE TtlI!' 
Tn",li¢'", ... II..". .... u ,,~ ''''\litH'' LII;UlHlUI Y, AUIJITfOI'lAL TJ<RUS AND COI'/DI110N!! MAY Ill! I'AOYlQED BV SI!.P'AIIATE. DQt;jIlMINT .RATf.leR T«I\N .... PPl!AF1INt'J -oN A>:VIiil&fII. SID!", 
WItICH AI1I> H!REBY' MAbli J\. PAJIT H"REOF ANIl WHICH nUYpR ACl<NoW~DGl!.l!I THAT IT HAS READ. THIB COtrrhACT "I<AlI Ni'lT I'll" .. ,l.Jrn-. ~ CeLLI:'" U •• nt... .... "AC '"'''''' 
ACCepT£Q BY Of'S AT ITS OFFICE IN ~UA NeBRAsKA., BUVEll AGREES l1fA.TTlII!. GOOD'S AFI; ImEtiP£D.l"ol! AQRlCULTURAL 011' at1all-leJs PURPOSES ANO WIll. NOT Il~ 
USED 'FO~ PGRl!ONA't, I'AJ.IIll'{ OIUIOUS olb PURP.oSl!S. 'BUYEIl' ACKNOW1.I!DGIiS TIlAT SELLER OFFEl'tEtt Ttl' SIi1..e. TH!!. aOODS TO BUY!!R FOR Tfll, Al3oVIi.-sTA.T!!D CAlUl 
prop&: Oft THIl D~I!.RR!II "~H{lil'{TPI'lI I!UY.Ef\ff-IiiC 0 1:9 P R;::E,:nt~S..oR THE OeFEflf'll£O F'AYI1:UNT p,RICI!.. 
oal.<t"'d1lI!W"'lld~r.......,J,f....I...4'-L--'l-.---tUlotV....!-=~:":~c::::.~~~_ 
Golden West Idabo Falls 
.: ~ .:., ..... ; .... :.: .. :.:.;:.UN·CO"NDlJIONAL..GUARANTY .... . :.. . ... ~ .. :.;., ,J 
In ~der I. lnd<Jeo S~R.; II> "nl~, iold'lhi. Relnilln21..n .... n! Com, .. ,,\ ('t:""lr~et·l. tI,~ tlnde"'iglu'd. jointly' ..,d ..... ""'ly, ke,.by UMOfld~lon3~)' guarDn'.., 10 Sohr 0< S-.I1",·& A .. ;gno ••• 
opplloo:>ble'. (i) Ih. promp\ and full p~y,""n' when ~., by aece( ..... fiQn or oIberw"".l>I.n "'"'" nO .... « 'l~Y lime h.rMrt!'!, dUe from Iluyltr\a SlOIIer 1\114 l~j 1119 pro""".lul1 "nd t"hlul p"rl""".""" Md 
di:o;ch:l'll" by euy« cf ",,,oh ""d "".ry ob~g.llo" III BtIf.r ~el fon11 In Ih~Cont=1 (oo"~iv!tly 'euye(! Ob~a.IIoM·I. 11I1~ nu:or:lnly''''''''oiule. un.oMnla"", .nd-oonU"""g ~nd "hoi "",,,," In .rreel 
\lntil t:Iolt 01 GlfYiJr':5 ObRtJ.,!\tienl! '!~! h:.W~ ~n ":lid, patfchnitd .nd d~~htuoed r" "fu~ •. 1"'h.e "~bU'lY of'1he und'c:r:~nrzd h~u"und.r Ah ... n in n~ II"V,s.N '- !ur,..,-,I; ... ~ hy ~t'lY ~n~l. or ~dlt~:Mkma; 01 ih., 
Coplract. 0( bi' On)' !!1<Ien~On~ !<lIe"".,,,"," .. ,, oamp'9""US or re\uees of '!oy 01 BU)'<!r:s Qbligotio,n$ qr any 01 $.11<\(" rlglJl. un<ler Ih~ Cenlr>o\. Tl1~ .a .... rtfon o( en)' elalm 0< <!elen ...... Ie Ih~ 
.. 0., , .......... : ..... ,;. __ , ~.c _.1._"_ - ........ o_u_ •• - _"-'_ •• _. _., ....... ~ '1'~ , .. ,..1\1., .... 1 ,-.,... ...... h ..... 'tf~; ... ~ ____ .jW/O ...... _ ,.,... ...,..,1")1'1'<''''''''·0..." \Ill:!' Ul~'C'l~Hc:41Iel~\,H!U1;l:, t\.", tt'I"IJ 1:1<1'''11..01 ",,\.I fll'T7'eS De tn .. 
QJigl~"I. d;r~er, ."d ",rlN!!y ob'a~llono 0( 1M und.rsilln""- Sd.r sh~~ no( '" .ny lIVen' be .. blig.li!<! lei PU'''''''Df ""h:>uO\ ~ny ,lghltl' or remildlet ~Il.-ln"\ Ilu)'<!r .... elhers, orullOi\ 16 .~y P<"1"'Ymo.m 
<"f ~ll"t.,...t, ••• t'.'-q-ultl(. fb ."rCHQ;"9 thje~ .. Th~ Qyo:ron\)1 nh~"'bo bf~ \h. 'm~"f",I~&cf 4t\d th~' r~&~t1:.h~~ SJV"I*",'I~'''t.N"!!InlaIN.es :ml1 '!SU't'Ot7.1:0~. 
, V. J fl /" if: ~!' , '\. 
AP R. 6. 2009 1: 50PM DIV lED FINANCIAL SERVICES 
---t 
Diversified Financial Services, Inc. 
14010 First National Bank Parkway, Suite 205 
Orn~h",. NJ: ~A1 t;:iI_!;!tO<: 
Pholle (402) 964-a05'0 f:AX (402) 9G4-9051 
Equipment Disclaimer 
NO. 8141 P. 2 
"'-..-/ 
The uncif",:iOntort j" th .. rgeord ownor o~ n'O">I~t"" vI IIIIi fOllOWing Clescnbed mal estate (the 'Premises ): (Insert full dG$cripfion as shown on Retail 
Installment Contract.) 
SW 1/4 of SW 1/4 Sec. 32 T --3N A-36 Bonneville Co., 10 
Th~ Undoroignc<l hao bean Ctuvi:md that ..:G""u=:.I""d'-"e::!.n.!.....:,W.:.;e:::;s""t~ld=:a~h~o~F!.,:!:!:.1JIl!!ls,, _____ "':"::-:-::-:-::::-:-___ _ 
(" .~P lIor') n:to or ie Qbout tc::l rx;.11 UpOl1 \,IC"7t Ji1 \,=".rn~ IJLJ rlilusnt to Hr.tJ:\11 11"l."It..",U"""::'l'Il Cunlr-\Q' No • .:::r;::!4t..!f.::J4D4,-"O~1!.. _______ ~ ______ ~_ to 
~tee' r:arms, Inc. 
(Suyer) the following described Goods, which will be delivered to and installed and/or located on the Premises; 
(Insert full description of Goods) 
1- VeJlIt:v Mvllt:!1 ~ 8uuU Irrlallnnh t.:ontot Pivot 1!10S' WNo,l/"y Cupplied Aw" FreIght &. Installation {non-towable) 
• < .; ~ 
• Ar.mrriir.oly. ",n,; f"r v"\U!:lblo Qoncjc/emti,m, !he 1'C""ipl ~III.I ~urnG1ency'or WnlCllls hareby acknowledged. the Undersigned hereby: (i) disclaims any 
interest in thG Goods which may be prior to the lnternst of the Saller. under said Retan Installment Contract or othelWise; (ii) waive a.1I rights tinder local 
law to levy or distrain tlpon tha Goods; (iiO waive all right to claim that such Good..~ Sinn ::>11 ..... "I"',."' ...... "t~ ... "",, addm61'\" Iho~\", " .. " u. 0<\ allY U."", wlll 
DecO me fI)(tures. notwithstanding the Installatioll thereof in any manner on .or atthe Premise!'!; (iv) waive aU other rights. claims and demands of every 
kind against said Goods a.nd all rnplaeements and additionll thereto; (v) agree that in the eVfmt rhl\t S€lIar IlhOlIl at :l.ny time ex"rci~ it:; lil:llil ur power, 
under said Retail InstalTment Contract or otherwise, to take possession of and/or remova the Goods. Ih,. \ Inrl .. r";ono" \!Jill "~I hind", Ih_ w~o ~,. 
III''''' ~ft:) ur oPlec~ mereta, and the Undersigned hereby consent to Seller'santry upon the Premises (or such !:'urposes. This Equipment Disclaimer will 
continue in full force and effect until Buyer has paid the full amount owing In accordance witK the terms and conditions of the Retail Installment Contract 
and any renewals. modifications. amendmants, or extensions thereof. 
This Equipment Disolaimer shall be binding upon the res!:,eotive heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns of the Undersigned, and 
shall inurn to Chez. of SeliGrand its succzsors and aS3igns. 
• I / 0.. V'\ ,I. , /<TJ 9 fJ' . I:'~t.,..,j lhl" /, ~ d",yof ( T......" . 
1 
~dReed ---------~~:O 
, ~y~XL-__ ~ ________________________________________ ___ 
(CorporRta Seal If 3w1ioable) TItle; 
STATE OF _--t.t2~~~::L:::~:::::::~ _________ _ 
COUNTY OF ~/'/./--I!-
8efo~e ~~, the Undersigned, a Notary Public in and for said Cotlnty and state. on this day lJersonaUy appeared ~/'eA/'l./C./J 
Jan'L~' iUUti II:IIAM GULU ~I IKKlliAllUN - KtX~UKli 
***** INVOICE ***** PAGE: 1 
Golden west Pump INVOICE NUMBER: 118995 -IN 
2256 South Highway 191 
Rexburg I ID 83440 
(208) 356-9318 
INVOICE DATE: 12/27/05 
SALESPERSON: Dale Petersen 
SOLD TO: 
Steel Farms 




JOB NUMBER: G06104 
CUSTOMER NO: SF003 
CUSTOMER P.O.: G06104 
SALES TAX CODE: ID 
TERMS: NO TERMS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'UJES CD DESCRIPTION QUANTITY 
ANCILLARY: 
(1) National 12"x 10" cast iron 
discharge head 
380' 10"x 3"x 1 15/16"x 20' column I 
tube, & Shaft 
10' 10"x 3"'x 1 15/16"x 10' column, 
tube, & shaft 
(1) National H-14MC 6-stage 
bowl assembly 
(1) 12" cone strainer 
w/galvanized nipple 
(1) labor/pump rig: pull 360' 
submersible pump & column 
(1) labor/pump rig: set 400' 
column, tube, shaft, bowls 
pump design: 2600gpm @450 1 TDH 
1320' trench & backfill for 
power company wire 
61 1 break & remove rock 
(1) CT can & CT rack, meter base 
(1) size #6 square "D" pump control 
panel w/safties LA, SC, TDR, 
MS, FCC, Interlock relay 
(1) transformer pad 














w/options & fittings specified in sales agreement 
Ancillary Contract Amount 
Net Change Orders (see below) 
Revised Contract Amount 
Exhibit "c" 
"r ",1\ (1 A U 






Jan . 25. 2006 11: 1 7 AM GOLDE T IRRIGATION - REXBURG No,9580 P,2 
***** I~OICE ***** PAGE: 2 
Golden West Pump 
2256 South Highway 191 








INVOICE NUMBER: I18995· - IN 
INVOICE DATE: ~2/27/o5 
SALESPERSON; Dale Petersen 
JOB NUMBER: G06104 
CUSTOMER NO: SF003 
CUSTOMER P.O.: G06l04 
SALES TAX CODE: ID 
TERMS: NO TERMS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
LES CD DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE AMOUNT 
---------------------------------~--------------------------------------------
Percentage Billable To Date 
Billable Contract Amount 
Less Previously Invoiced 











INVOICE TOTAL: 56,718.00 
t£;Xa.UI'tc;i,IQ.~I:i0.,83440 
',0, 6~"-4.~~c--SQ!J1t.! Highway 191 
'hon.:(+98) 3"~6.93.1B 
:AX: (208) 355-6655 
[ ] CASH 
\t!. ~S-~11l t>CV 
Ct\a:¥.;tt 44b~ '" 
.Sll1n .• rur. _~ ___ .l)=.c.::a:..=. s.;'...... =.3,-",O::,..J/'-'1..£X)=-.:::-::~!:....--_____ ..,--:;..--~ 
.Ke:.. B '<ff ' 
118995 755 
[ I CREDIT 
INVOICE 
JtlAHOFAU.S,IIJAHO ~O5.1096 
P.O. Box 51(;)96 ·291 Stanley street 
Phone: (208) 524·3203 
F.o-X: (208) 524-3204 
. -;R;aul,.H.Field Electrical Contractor 
,- ,,'. . :'" . 
127 N. 3500 E. 
Rigby, Idaho 83442 
(208) 754-4317 
i BlLL TO 1 
rs:TEELF~A-'ruM~'-S--------------------~1 
I c/o KEVIN STEEL I 
12462 WEST 49 NORTII I 
C_AH_-~-O---,-F AL---,-L_S~ID_AHO 83401 I 
.; .... , 
[ JOB DESCRIPTION L_ 
~e3S0HP GEmotortoreplace l'" 
2300 volt motor as requested by , 
~: Golden West OK'd by. I 
I 
_______ J 
; CTY DESCRIpTION ~-- ._+------
! ] 350 HPGE motor model #5K6317xGl68A 












. (t~,;'-I 3 i 
I 0 j (/ lv-v,. I 
i 
8,400.00 
I \~ I~/Jolb.;~ I 
I I . 
l. ___ . __ ~. ___ . ______________ -----_______ , ___ . _____ . ___ , __ 1 _______________ j 
TE:&MS; Accounts due and payable the lOtb of the 
mpnth.. 1 1/2% service charge (18% per year) will 
be added-to all past dutli accounts. Customer is 
t') t:'1 r 
IvU 
r--.----------.,--------------- -----'1 
I Total $8.400.0°1 
L_ _ ___ , __ .. ~ 
















f2- - -..:...:.-.::.:..::.- -===============================::::::::::;=====::::;:======:::::::::====--
A~eo ~WIj 
,I' 




77 .~ 7 '-11'77'''','· ( 
GOLDEN WEST 
IRRIGATION & EQUIPMENT CO. 
BOX 488 .. 2256 SO. HIWAY 191 .. REXBURG,IDAHO 83440 
PHONE (208) 356·9318 
291 STANLEY RD ... IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83401 
PHONE (208) 524·3203 
VALLEY CENTER PIVOTS 
THUNDERBIRD 
SIDE ROLL LINES 
TO k'EVl COMPLETION DATE 
~==~------~~::t\--L--L-3---1r.==~~~--.------------------t-~-~-~-~-1-DE--------------_____________ DOL~RS$, ______ __ 
IT SPECIFICATIONS AND BID FOR: AS FOllOWS, 
Describe Trade-in, if any· ________________________________________ _ 
If Seller is to deliver or install material and circumstances are encountered which increase such costs, these additional costs will be added 
to the balance due and be paid by Purchaser. Seller is granted permission to clear terrain to install material and will backfill any digging, but 
will not be required to restore trees, grass or other cover to the backfill. 
( ) Seller ( ) Purchaser shall install the material. The same shall be delivered by Seller to Purchaser atl-_____________ _ 
and be installed and remain on the following real property. (Use legal desc.-e. g. SE 'f., NE 'I., Sec 8 Inp. 3 N, R 42 EBM), ________ _ 







term purchase agreement payable in consecutive (monthly, annual) installments commencingg._-;:-;-:;---;::;==-:-:==::-:-:-:::-::-::-:==-=-
on Seller's standard purchase money security agreemenl, on such financing terms as the parties agree, but Ihe SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS on Ihe 
reverse side hereof shall nevertheless continue in full effect between the parlies and this agreement shall be incorporated inlo and be a pari of such purchase 
money security agreement. In case of inconsistencies between this instrument and such purchase money security agreement this instrument shall control. 




ESTIMATE & AGREEMENT ( ( 
GOLDEN WEST 
IRRIGATION & EQUIPMENT CO. 
BOX 488 + 2256 SO. HIWAY 191 + REXBURG. IDAHO 83440 
PHONE (208) 356-9318 
291 STANLEY RD. + IDAHO FALLS. IDAHO 83401 
PHONE (208) 524-3203 
DATE 
VALLEY CENTER PIVOTS 
THUNDERBIRD 
SIDE ROLL LINES 
COMPLETION DATE 
BID: 6'u~~~~5~~:~3~g~\~~ tu~~~H MATERIAL AND LABOR TO COMPLETE THE WORI 
~--------------------------------______ DOLLARSS, ________ __ 
WE HEREBY SUBMIT SPECIFICATIONS AND BID FOR: 
QUANTITY 
PAYMENT 
TO BE MADE 
AS FOLLOWS: 
STOCK NUMBER OR DESCRIPTION 
1. Describe Trade·in, if any ____________________________________________ ~ _____ __ 
2. If Seller is to deliver or install material and circumstances are encountered which increase such costs. these additional costs will be added 
to the balance due and be paid by Purchaser. Seller is granted permission to clear terrain to Install material and will backfill any digging, bul 
will not be required to restore trees, grass or other cover to the backfill. 
3. ( ) Seller ( I Purchaser shall install the material. The same shall be delivered by Seller to Purchaser at'--__________________ _ 
and be installed and remain on the following real property. (Use legal desc.·e, g. SE '/" NE 'I •. Sec B Inp, 3 N. R 42 EBM), _________ _ 








lerm purchase agreement payable inL-____ consecutive (monthly. annual) installmenls commencing;;.. __ -:--:-:7~=::::-:--:-::::::___::_------
___ AO_AA' AA """" fiMn";nn lo,m< o. Ihp n.,ties aoree. but the SPECtAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS on the 





5178; H14MG (6 slaQ!iS) 
l'wtr: VERT.TUHl:.\INE 





Temperature: 160 'F 
Press. Ire: 320 psi (1 
SpheM !;i7S: 0.92 in 
-..:.. DIlI~ 'Polo! ---
Row: 3000 US gpm 
HEoad: 400 ft 
Eff: 83.5% 
Power. 362 hp 
NPSHr. 19.7 ft 
, - Design CUIV8 ., 
Shutoff HOild: 727 fI 
Shutoff dP: 314 psi 
Min Flow: 500 US Bpm 
BF.P: 84,6% crf 
@2717USypm 
NOL Pwr: 363 hp 
@l ZT17 us Opm 
_J MilltCurve-
Max Pwr; 403 hp 
@ 2800 tJ.') orm 
Spaad: 1770 rpm 




Suclion: 10 in 
Dischwgll: 121n 
Pawlll': -l1r 
Eye <Iltil£l: - in~ 























FAX NO. 208 4332 P. 03 
N I& NATIONAL PUMP COMPANY, LLC 
SlIIIr/fb Ctlterla: 
flow: 3000 US !.lom Hwd: 400ft 
,fluid; 
Temperature; 60 OF Water 
SG: 1 
Viscosity. 1.105 cP 
Vapor pressure: 0.2563 ~I B 
Abn prossure: 14.7 pill <l 
NPSHa: ,-. ft 
,Molor: . 
Sl8nMm: NI:MA Size: 400 hi) 
Enclosure: It:f-C S~: 1800 
Frame: 44!li 




400 ,g-o , 
I i I '-, 200 CD 
I' I ~ 0 l 0.. 
1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3ROO 
Pump Power NPSHr 
%off lip fl 
74.3 340 37.1 
83.5 362 19.7 
83.1 360 11.6 
75 331 7.01 
59.2 307 4.81 


























































































NDV-30-2005 WED 11: 40 AM PUN j CO INC FAX NO. 208 4332 
FHlCTION LOSS OF Wt\TER IN FEE:T PER 100 FEET LENG1'H OF PIPE. BASED ON WILLIAMS & 
. HAZEN FORMULA USING CONSTANT 100 SIZES OF STANDARD PIPE IN INCHES. 
1I2-PI" .. 3J4-ptr" '-Pff'l" '·"''"'J,·lpa 1 I,:cllllH. l"P'po 211rY"" I-~Ir· ~-rlp. S"P,I'(: ~·rt~. 
Ltl . ':' \"I~'l \1,) .. , tn~~ Lo::!. \ft.,; 
."',' l./Y..!. to" lo~~ lo~~ 
vul tn "lll 
'" 
VI'! In 111;1 
'" "" 
,,, Val ,10 vu' 
'" 
"., on V\ll In VIII ,n V"I 'n 
n~e, (1.1\11 r-US,'" ;tNlf FtiSuc I "'~ rUSt!' (0111 FV~o(': f' /)ct .V~IIC r cet F"F~c f GI)I Fl/Sor ("'1,1 FrlScsc t, ,," FV':;oc F t,l IJI F1/3cot; Fwut 
;t", 7 4 12Q '.9 
~ " <7.0 HI 70 H? 2." B, or .Gl ,"1 G 31 ;70 J 01 'H 22;) U; 1/'/ uo 1M .~G G, ,,0 
a ~~ DO U ~ ., 2!i.Q 2.0G 7 .• 1,72 ZOJ 12G u_ Q~ ~~ ,;1 11 
lD .S:! '~I,O 60} 3a 0 1n II r 2,14 lOS ,,,. ,,,:, I U' .CO ,65 17 .'\ 0(11 
72: n .o O4. 10. 2~7 'J I ~, 2 U' 1 2J 70 1Q ,23 ,5-\ .'0 
,),0' DU 0 5.60 ,",0 321 6~ 230 3 00 , 5~ IUK M l6 OR IS 
IO.().\ 10M GUO 3~,0 al n I 11),' "':4 • 84 14!.a I IU ~O .Di ~, 1~ (I~ 1~rt.l) 7 ~.I 42,0 O~ III l1!i ~'O 2().l , 1!2 1 ~, &1 " .2~ ,51 ,uL OJO 6-10 a 30 I~b JOU I JO H.~ 2 ,~ 103 n, , 13 ~n Gol .O~ 
tI In o~.o S<~ :!3.o An Ill) J.OO ~1l<1 106 ' .20 ,.\1\ .~. T7 13 A~ O. 
Il 02 linO 7.!i1 312 G ~\ '47 ~ 117 ~ 10 ~ :!lJ ,,, , 5~ 
" 
OS '7 .!iT 00 
IH9 I'I.!O B.~! ,1M 6.au IRa 
• Ok U 1GI 2.20 1.!:! ,Ql 1O. 
" 
.G.l OM 9"', GO.O lOR 2ll HU 17 2!'I 290 204 1.10 115 28 /:1 .09 
107Z bI'O 707 ~n.4 511 9" l27 l~2 271 I lO 129 3< .S::! 
" 
~7 ,04 
lIrl1 7:!O o (,n J~ 0 562 114 J IJ~ • n, 245 1.~B "I .11 9<1 14
.' 
.05 
1~.91 U,. Q 4,1 316 G 11 Ij ~ 301 . ,,. 2 7~ , 92 BJ .7 .08 Id GO O'~ 1JY~ gn7 1U~., 4S9 664 10 I H4 ~. 2UY ? In I ~O .53 10<1 I~ I. .on 
~ 
'~.Ol "3,0 11 O~ .30 ".j 10' 4M G.2 3.10 :/ ~7 I 7~ ~~ ,,. II .7~ ,06 
HSOC 1::!!JO 1180 OU.O 7 G~ 'OD 491 7 I J.~3 J 00 19' 7J 1.21 3 ' .05 .1 0 
,'1Si 14' 0 12 ~g MO UlI IJ7 S't 7.9 363 3:!U 7·001 81 13, If 
" 
.11 
IU, IIt.'tit IJ.~U 750 D 6S 2~~ S.!:iU ~ 1 370 3.$-I ~.11 .@I 13? )1 .DC .17 
lUM ,soo 11\7' r.l0 ot!.) 7~' ~ UII 08 4 U9 lOA 230 ' .00 147 .31 1 (J, I' 
t4.1l!. Y,ln 910 32 U &~1 10.U 11'~ 4Ja 1<2 '.12 1.,5 .ou 106 ,~ 
U"PIPE 15,14 'Ol U 1021 ~H H., f20 A$4 4.no 2.~ '22 I O~ .41 1·13 11 
17.31 P20 11 ~l 42& 7'8 IH 5.00 H l.61 , ,~ 179 !, 12~ ~I 
la~ 141,U 1:L2~ ~o T.1\o1 'H ~,43 7.0 ~ QU 111 I ~u .L8 I ~O 24 
204G IMO 'H~ GO 0 ~ ,A 101 5 ~ 1 0.1 3 " 10'1 11.:! ~l \47 27 0') 00 n{)4 Ino 0 1.f.30 670 n" ?~ J 0.35 02 a.~7 '.20 22\' 70 1 )y ~2 flit .oc;. 1;j !J2 7ij 0 QR, 2515 ~A' ' 0 S 3,82 20~ HG .01) '.70 .JU 
10:! ' 11 10"PIPE lu31 86 a 10<6 2~.0 I,,, 111 . ~" %91 26' YU I,A2 40 
' .or. \! 17 JG 000 lUI :1-4.1 771 1>3 4 l3 3 ?r, 271 1.08 1.9, .r1 !i 
1.10 ,,3 fa :;tl\ 10'7 D 117(1 2: '1 817 ,. 0 d ';0 HI ?!l< 1.24: a·o~ l,tI 
1,21 "I HUO 1181) 1141 308 Bu.t '55 '.114 '0' 310 1 ,~S 21~ ,DO 
1 :!Q .1~ 204) Ilno IJ ~7 43.1 006 17.8 6,1 44 ~n I.4n H7 .~~ 
I ~O 10 .no ,Qti ~24' I~" (J '410 0211 ~ g9 21.3 S,G2 b: 350 111 2lD ,7~ 
1 ~a '2 9U 07 12"PIPE 2' 51 IOJO \S 6!1 51 V 11) Btl 2" 6 1~ 62 M2 :tOn 271 61 1 t.A .;!.~ II,. co 20 !;i:) ~Il 0 IUV~ 700 
" CU 111' 0.54 7.2 of ~$ 241 ~ 'i~ 100 170 ,~~ I 1~ 011 IG,JO 11 .0 ,: 7' ],. ;'1'; 02 gg UI ] .1n 1.1~ 
1(" .32 1.1'< 
" 
I9G, 0:;,0 13 G2 :,00 HG Q:\ 490 3\. 3 ~U I ~2 
:: n!i 31 I.l' . 1.:! 200~ 103.0 .. 52 42.9 11,7 10 ~ H~ 3.!j~ 3,6·1 I .~I 
:110 41 '.J~ 14 '''2 I1~O 1543 ').D ass " , H4 :1.~7 3.M Le2 
:1 30 .~ 147 l ~ 14"PIPE ;r.1!li 12U a '6 :.< 510 B 10 13 )' 567 ." trIA l oa 
Z43 .0 1 ~:J 17 .00 ,wo 2U' U;!'I 17 2& ~~~ DG9 14 ,0 6.10 ,An 4 J' 100 26a .~ . 1t;~ 11 II' .015 2G'1 156 D HI I" Q!IC 101\ 'G .O 064 GI • 5; , 20 202 ,G~ I B~ ~, 120 .no 2040 Tb 0 1149 1V~ 7l~ &1 611 77. 
3 'II 82 ~o. .:!S I IS ., 113 10 • OG ,du AA a ,2 TI 140 017 a,1 &.G6 2.DO 
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4 C~ I ,~" 2 DO ~2 ,.o~ 1~ ". Iv \7,67 ,~ ~ 11.4,4 ,." 1 D!i . ~, • ~o \1' J OR .G~ 21 .' .2.1 1 ~IJ 
" 
19 ,~ 5' 0 I~.~e 173 U btl I 12 
5.1 0 1.11(1 ~ ,U OU 1,27 17 '.81 1~1 ~o., :/70 " 07 '9~ o OA 7.GC 5~O "'.:20 3.d' 7~ 2 ~1 31 170 I. 1 !Ik .00 ~170 I" n '3.00 t!17 8,G~ 8 !)tj 
~ 75 ~.~q 3.~1 ~) 201; l. 100 ,(, IH 004 2<1"PIPE 2!.DD 71 '471 240 1020 10.11 a 011 201 $.OB .01 2.7~ 3U 'J Im .U I !'I, .0(15 1:1 !'I:) 2.7 ,on tI.2U 
GJU 207 4CQ I O~ 184 <I 210 ,~ 1 aD 1D 102 0- 10.l4 "'1 11.34 1~ 04 tfn J .:;.2 . CA~ I.I~ 31j ,~ ~ J1 .23 I )~ '2 , 12 h. 'HI J~ 0 12 ~u 14.rl:i 7 fiG 
." UO 1 .• 0 HI ,~u H2 .21 102 14 123 .06 10,6' 4U.~ 1:l.111 1110 8.JU ., fI~ a.ll II\.? H9 67 21, 3~ 2 O~ 17 , ~~ c~ I~ 72 1010 
It !]!i 6&0 '.71 , OJ lO. 7') ~ n~ .:10 ~~, 19 I"'" OQ. 30·PIPE D ~O 6,21 G.I:/ 21:1 12~ AP l1!i ., Z.~tl .21 , 5l U·' 1!iI:lO C'i AD 
1021 7.00 H' ~.:3!J .. Sf. 00 3.J. 41 , ~o .;1\ '.6J 08 1102 .2!iliO 1I!iO a.7U 7 ~!j 2 9~ S,H , ~, ~ 7~ ~C H7 30 1 Q.\ .10 " '8 a, HUa 20 I!\l ,~ 10 '0.71 o.,e 3 .;'~ l .GD I,'~ 417 ,I' 31U 37 2(101 f~ t .4~ O~ 
'4,05 ,27U ~'\'" 04 ~ ?~ 101 H~ .8.1 ~ ~1 .4 2.2t3 I~ l.tA' 06 
:;~~~,.J2 '4~ 9.0 , .0,1 UI .. lOG, 8 00 ,00 303 .'7 , 4~ 17 170 07 I.O~ 02 
'0.01 a,HI:" no ·· 2.4l' ~ 4' 1 11 41!j CO 2a~ 20 I ~J .00 l1C 0:7 
" .41 6;70' 7.0G ~ 1~ 5.84 1 J:, 441 00 2 n~ .21 , ~R O~ \ ?7 ua 
12701 7.n:! b.5? 3 " au, lA' !\}<J .70 3,0i) ,'7 2.13 It. 1.37 ,m 1-"05 7.00 110 ~.~, a 6B I,', 5. 12 M J2' .lO na 12 ,,~ .041 
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Tuesday, October 25, 2005 11 ;52 AM Barry Cazier 208-529-4332 
Pllr.,:U-'JI/\lf. ~:'Ilt I I /\l!U'lI'''O\II M.tt'.II 1-1111111''': 
Company; PumpTech Company, Inc. 
Name: Barry Cazler 
Golden Wesl Irrigation; KiMn Steel 
Dille; 1 0125/05 
PlImp: 
Si:e: 14HCR (6 singes) 
T)p8: 480_VRT-TURBINE 






Temperelvre; 400 of 
PresslIre: 590 psi g 
Sphere siN: 1.25 In 
---- Dela Point ----
Flow: 2400 US gpm 
HV9d; 498 II 
Eff: 82% 
Power; 365 hp 
NPSHr: i9.!! ft 
-- Design Curve--
Shu10ff H8ad: 131 ft 
1000 
Spnd: 1110 rpm 




Suction; 16 in 
Discharge: 14 In 
Bowl size; 14 in 
MIlK lal8raJ: --- In 
Thrl.l!,lt K factor: 15.151b/ft 
Power: 800 hp 
eye area: 41.4 In2 
11.5' 
lSearch Criteria: 




Viscosity; 1.105 cF 




Head; 490 It 
Temperature: 60 OF 
Vapor pressure; 0 .25631'5i a 
Aim pressure; 14.7 psi a 
Size: 400 hp 
Speed: 1800 
Fr:!.01e: 44QT 
Sizing criteria: Max Power on Design Curve 
== Boo~o~,e ;::==:=:======2::z~~~~~~~ 77 80 82 1ij 800 10 .40S" 3 83 62 80 
~ 77 
400 
Shu1offdP: 31 a psi 200 
Min Flow; 1577 US gpm 
Bep: 84% 8ff 
@2629USgpm 










"-200 tU -- MolI)( CLirva --
Max Pwr: 412 hp 
@3290USgpm ~----~----~~--~~----~~--~~--~~----~~--~~----~ US gpm 400 800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 ~ 
Performance Evaluation: 
Flow Speed Head Purnp Power NPSHr 
USQIIn rpm ft %eff hp It 
2880 1170 426 81 382 23.3 
2400 1170 498 82 36~ 19.5 
1920 177Q 53B 77 338 17.7 
1440 1170 
960 1170 
Selected from c1!talog: ArnericilTl-Milrsh.60 VE!1!; 2.5b 
G~ ~we~/ ~R.R.I:51ION 
291 Stanley Sf. 
P.O. Box 51096 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
(208)524-3203 
March 26, 2010 
Appraisal of Equipment Purchased from Golden West Irrigation 
by Steel Farms Inc. 
Valley Model 6000 Center Pivot 
Purchased in 1993 --------------------------- $46,372.00 
New Replacement - 2010-------------------- $81,780.00 
Current Appraisal- 2010 ------------------ $32,712.00 
Valley Model 8000 Center Pivot 
Purchased in 1998 ---------------------------- $46,982.00 
New Replacement - 2010-------------------- $81,780.00 
Current Appraisal - 2010----.. --------------- $39,500.00 




P.O. Box 51096 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
(208)524-3203 
March 26, 2010 
Steel Farms Irrigation Equipment Appraisal 
• 350 hp Deepwell Turbine Pump and Panel 
• 350 hp Vertical Holloshaft Turbine Motor 
• 10" Cast Iron Discharge Head 
• 390 ft. 10" x 3" x 115/16" Column, Oil Tube, Shaft 
• 6 Stage H14MC Bowl Assembly 
• 12" Cone Strainer with Galvanized Nipple 
• Size #6 Square "D" Pump Control Panel with Safeties. 
• CT Can and CT Rack, Meter Base, Transformer Pad 
• Trench & Backfill- Power Company Wire 
• Labor to Install Pump and Wire Panel 
o Original Purchase Price - 12-27-2005 
• 350 hp Deepwell Pump--------- $45,339.00 
• Pump Control Panel------------- $8,607.00 
• CT Can, CT Rack, Meter------- $3,638.00 
• Transformer Pad------------------ $325.00 
• Trench & Backfill Power Wire-- $1,589.00 
(Break Rock) 
• Labor - Set Pump, Wire Panel-- $4,000.00 
• Labor - Pull Existing Pump----- $1,620.00 
Total---------------------------------- $65,118.00 
PL - 000159 
J:RRXGATXON 
G~ ~W~tA/ 
March 26, 2010 
291 Stanley St. 
P.O. Box 51096 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 
(208)524-3203 
Replacement Price .. March 26, 2010 
• 350 hp DeepweU Pump --------------------
• Pump Control Panel------------------------
• CT Can, CT Rack----------------------------





Total-------------------------------- $ 88,116.00 
Current Value March 26.2010 
• 350 hp Deepwell Pump -------------------- $40,310.00 
• Pump Control Panel----------------------~-- $6,769.00 
• CT Can, CT Rack, Meter Base ----------- $2,706.00 
Total-------------------------------- $49,785.00 
I"",~ (' (" ( \) ,; 
PL - 000160 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC. , ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MINUTE ENTRY 
vs. ) Case No. CV-08-7912 
) 














On the 27th day of May, 2010, Plaintiff's motion for leave 
to file supplemental affidavit of Kevin Steel and motion to 
shorten time and Defendants' motion for summary judgment came 
before the Honorable Joel E. Tingey, District Judge, in open 
court at Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Mr. Jack Fuller, Court Reporter, and Mrs. Marlene Southwick, 
Deputy Court Clerk, were present. The hearing was digitally 
recorded. 
Ms. Deanne Casperson appeared on behalf of the Plaintiff 
Steel Farms, Inc. 
Mr. Nathan Olsen appeared on behalf of the Defendant Croft & 
Reed, Inc. 
t"1 C: 1"') t ti I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 27th day of May, 2010, I 
caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to 
be delivered to the following: 
Charles A. Homer 
DeAnne Casperson 
PO Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael Gaffney 
Nathan Olsen 
2105 Coronado Street 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DI~Jf1~J'f ""~ 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVI~L£ 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, Case No. CV-2008-7912 
v. 
:.1 T Y 
2 0 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Defendant. 
This matter is before the Court on Defendant's motion for summary judgment as 
to Counts Five (Unjust Enrichment) and Six (Declaratory Judgment) of Plaintiffs 
amended complaint. The facts of this matter and the applicable standard have previously 
been set out in the Court's prior Memorandum Decision. 
As to Count Five and Plaintiffs claim of unjust enrichment relating to the pivots 
and pump on the subject property, the Court finds that the Lease Agreement in this matter 
does not specifically address or preclude a claim for unjust enrichment under these 
circumstances. Issues of fact further exist as to who paid for the subject pivots and pump 
and whether it would be inequitable for Defendant to retain the benefit of such 
improvements. Accordingly, Defendant's motion as to Count Five will be denied. 
As to Count Six, the Court finds the decision in Rayl v. Shull Enterprises, Inc, 108 
Idaho 524, 700 P.2d 567 (1985), controlling. In that case, the Idaho Supreme Court 
found that a pivot ilTigation "system" was a fixture on the real property. It is important to 
note that the Court considered the system as a whole, and not as various component parts. 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
770 
written agreement, the writing supersedes all previous understandings. 
Nysingh v. Warren, supra; Nuquist v. Bauscher, 71 Idaho 89, 227 P.2d 83 
(1951 ). 
In the case at bar, the integrated character of the parties' written 
contract is established by its 'merger' provision, which specifically 
provides that 'all understandings and agreements heretofore had * * * are 
merged in this Agreement, * * * neither party relying upon any statement 
or representation not embodied in this agreement, made by the other.' The 
alleged prior agreement and understanding would impose upon the buyer 
the obligation to work for a relocation of the proposed Washington Street 
overpass. The prior understanding and oral agreement are asserted for the 
purpose of enlarging the buyer's obligations as set forth in the integrated 
written contract; therefore, evidence of such a prior understanding or oral 
agreement is inadmissible. Since affidavits in support of or in opposition 
to summary judgment must' set forth such facts as would be admissible in 
evidence,' these allegations of a prior agreement and understanding are 
insufficient to raise a genuine issue of material fact. I.R.C.P. 56(e). 
Tapper Chevrolet Co. v. Hansen, 95 Idaho 436, 439,510 P.2d 1091, 1094 (1973). 
Accordingly, the Court finds that the pivots and pumps as part of the 
irrigation system constitute fixtures. The Court further finds that an alleged pre-
existing agreement relating to removal of the pivots and pump on the "premises" 
is not admissible to vary or enlarge the terms of the Lease Agreement. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Defendant's motion for summary judgment as to Count 
Five, unjust enrichment, is denied. Defendant's motion as to Count Six seeking a 
declaratory judgment is granted. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this :J7day of May, 2010. 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 
77Z 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ;[J day of May, 2010, I did send a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the correct 
postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse mailbox; 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
DeAnne Casperson 
Charles A. Homer 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
P.O.Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael D. Gaffney 
Nathan M. Olsen 
BEARD, ST.CLAIR, GAFFNEY 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4 
7~1 ~; 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIA1P[>IStrJRIDT P 2 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, Case No. CV-2008-7912 
v. 
T Y 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
JUDGMENT AND RULE 54 (b) 
CERTIFICATE 
Defendant. 
The Court having previously entered its Memorandum Decision and Orders 
granting Defendant's motions for summary judgment as to Counts One, Two, Three. 
Four, and Six of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, and good cause appearing therefore: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that Counts One, Two, Three, 
Four, and Six of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint are dismissed with prejudice. 
WITH RESPECT to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is 
hereby CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), IRCP, that the court has determined 
that there is no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the court has 
and does hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon 
which execution may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
Dated this 1.7 day of May, 2010. 
JUDGMENT AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE - 1 
77 (1. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this J.l day of May, 2010, I did send a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document upon t le parties listed below by mailing, with the correct 
postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse mailbox; 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
DeAnne Casperson 
Charles A. Homer 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
P.O.Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Michael D. Gaffney 
Nathan M. Olsen 
BEARD, ST.CLAIR, GAFFNEY 
2105 Coronado St. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
JUDGMENT AND RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE - 2 
7~;~ 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
By ~ 
Deputy Clerk 
PC EVILLE CO TY 
';"'" \ t)" 
Charles A. Homer, Esq. (lSB No. 1630) 
DeAnne Casperson, Esq. (lSB No. 6698) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1O(1AY27 P?12:f8 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208) 523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Counterclaimant, 
v. 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Counterdefendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss 
County of Bonneville ) 
Case No. CV-2008-7912 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
KEVIN STEEL IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
DISMISSING COUNTS IV AND V OF 
PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
KEVIN STEEL, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am over 18 years of age and I make this Affidavit based on my own personal 
knowledge. I understand that in making this Affidavit, I am providing sworn 
778 ORIGINAL 
testimony under oath, which may be provided to the Court in this case and under 
penalty of perjury. 
2. I reside in Bonneville County, State ofIdaho. 
3. I am the Secretary of Steel Farms, Inc., ("Steel Farms") an Idaho corporation. 
4. I previously submitted Affidavits in this matter and this Affidavit supplements my 
prior testimony. 
5. As part of my duties with Steel Farms, I work with its accountant to provide financial 
and accounting information for its taxes. Steel Farms' accountant maintains its tax 
records as part of its services. I was able to obtain Steel Farms' tax returns from its 
accountant for the relevant years on May 24,2010. I am familiar with Steel Farms' 
tax returns and the information provided to prepare such returns. I maintain Steel 
Farms' records on a computer at my home and files related to expenses, payments, 
etc. for Steel Farms. These records are maintained in the normal course of Steel 
Farms' business. I use Quick Books and enter the information at or near the time of 
its occurrence. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the Depreciation and 
Amortization portion of Steel Farms, Inc.'s 1993 tax return as obtained from Steel 
Farms' accountant. Line 14(c) shows that Steel Farms took a 7 year depreciation on 
the pivots purchased in 1993, with a starting value of $48,351, and a depreciation 
deduction for the 1993 tax year of$5,180.00. The depreciation taken on Line 14(c) 
2 - SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN STEEL IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS IV AND V OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
7?7 
can be identified as the pivots purchased by Steel Farms in 1993 by cross-referencing 
the costs listed in the depreciation and asset reports attached to Steel Farms, Inc's 
2005 tax return, attached hereto as Exhibit C and further identified below. For 
example, Line 2 on the Federal Asset Report shows the pivots purchased in 1993 as 
follows: 
Description Date in Cost Bus % Sec 179 Bonus Basis for Per Cony Meth Prior Current 
Service Depr 




7. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of the Depreciation and 
Amortization portion of Steel Farms, Inc.'s 1998 tax return. Line 15(c) shows that 
Steel Farms took a 7 year depreciation on the pivots purchased in 1998, with a starting 
value of$46,982, and a depreciation deduction of$5,034. The depreciation taken on 
Line 15( c) can be identified as the pivots purchased by Steel Farms in 1998 by cross-
referencing the costs listed in the depreciation and asset reports attached to Steel 
Farms, Inc.'s 2005 tax return, attached hereto as Exhibit C and further identified 
below. For example, Line 19 on the Federal Asset Report shows the pivots purchased 
in 1998 as follows: 
Description Date in Cost Bus% Sec 179 Bonus Basis for Per Cony Meth Prior Current 
Service Depr 




3 SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN STEEL IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS IV AND V OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
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8. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of the Profit and Loss From 
Farming portion of Steel Farms, Inc.'s 2005 tax return, as well as asset and 
depreciation reports from Steel Farms, Inc.'s 2005 tax return. Line 27 shows that 
Steel Farms claimed $98,284 in Repairs and Maintenance Costs. Included in that sum 
was Steel Farms' cost in purchasing and installing the pump and accompanying 
equipment in 2005. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of Steel Farms' ledger from 
2005 for Parts and Repairs and Utilities. I maintain the ledger on my computer as part 
of my duties relating to Steel Farms. Steel Farms' ledger for Parts and Repairs for 
2005 reflects that Check 5453 dated 12/20/2005, was written to Paul Field in the 
amount of$8,400.00 and that Check 4466 dated 12/20/2005, was written to Golden 
West Irrigation in the amount of $56,718.00. Steel Farms' ledger for Utilities for 
2005 reflects that Check 4415 dated 10/27/2005, was written to Utah Power in the 
amount of$16,352.00. I personally wrote those checks and am aware that such items 
were paid. The above listed costs were incurred by Steel Farms in connection with 
the purchase and installation of the pump and accompanying equipment. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" are true and correct copies of Checks 4466,4415, and 
5453 noted in Steel Farms' ledger from 2005. 
4 - SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN STEEL IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS IV AND V OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
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Dated this ~ day of May, 2010 
Kevin Steel 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this d6:"~day of May, 2010 
Notary Public for the State ofIdaho 
(seal) Residing at: sJ~:~:4.L(r \; A t ~ k- :s..v 
My commission expires: ~\ - \]J - dO \ ~\ 
5 SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN STEEL IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS IV AND V OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this )-raayofMay, 2010, I served a copy of the following 
described pleading or document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing 
or by facsimile, with the correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof. 
DOCUMENT SERVED: SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN STEEL IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS IV AND 
V OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
ATTORNEYS SERVED: 
Nathan M. Olsen 
Michael D. Gaffney 
BEARD, ST. CLAIR, GAFFNEY, P.A. 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
( )!})nt Class Mail 
( vfHand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Overnight Mail 
1dd1 >A" ,G~. ~-=---
DeAnne Casperson, Esq.... -= 
G:IWPDATAICAHlI49191PIeadingsISum Judg Cts IV & V OPP SUPP.KS.AFF.wpd:bel 
6 - SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF KEVIN STEEL IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT DISMISSING COUNTS IV AND V OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
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"orm 4562· 
~usiness or 8Gtivltytn which this form relates 
Farm Assets 
Exhibit "A" 
Dep.reciatipn. and" Amor.ti~atiQr:-1 . 
(Including Information on Listed Property) 
... See separate Instructions. ... Attaoh this form to your return. 
~ Election To Expense Certain Tangible Property (Section 179) (Note: If you have any "Usted Property," 
Part V before Part 
1 Maximum dollar limitation (If an enterprise '2one business, see instructions.) .......•......•........•.......•.••.... 
2 Total cost of section 179 property placed In service during the tax year (see Instructions) .......................... . 
3 Threshold cost of section 179 property before reduction in limitation ..............•.............. . ..........•..... 
4 Reduction In limitation. Subtract line 3 from line 2, but do not enter less than -0- ................................. . 
5 Dollar limltallon for tax year. Subtract line 4 from line 1, but do not enter less than -0-. Qf 
7 Usted property. Enter amount from line 26 ........................................... . 
8 Total elected cost of section 179 property. Add amounts In column (e), lines 6 and 7 ................ , ............. . 
9 TentatiVe deduotion. Enter the smaller of line 5 or Hne S ....................................................... .. 
10 carryover of disallowed deduction from 1992 (see Instructions) ................................................ .. 
11 Taxable Income limitation. Enter the smaller of taxable Income or line 5 (see instructions) .......................... . 
12 Section 179 expense deduction. Add lines 9 and 10, but do not enter more than iine 11 .... 'I-'-'-¥'--,-,-"..:..w."-,-,-=..w..:-,-,-..L..:.:=-,,., 
line 12 ... 
(g) DepreclatlDn deduction 
other Depreciation (Do Not Include listed Property) 
16 GOS and ADS deductions for asssts placed in service in tax years beginning before 1993 (see instructions) 
......... 
16 12 829 
17 Property subject to secllon 168(f)(1) election (see instructions) ................................................... 17 
18 ACRS and other depreCiation (see Instructions) .••.•................•..•........................................ 18 
Summary 
19 LJsted property. Enter amountlrom line 25 .................................................................... . 
20 Total. Add deductions on line 12. lines 14 and 151n column (g). and lines 16 through i9. Enter here 
and a n the appropriate lines of your return. (Partnerships and S corporatioris--see m:S1l ul;uur~.......,,,......"'-'-''''-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-~~-b,",,,, 
21 For assets shown above and placed in service during the current year, enter 
the of the basis attributable to 263A costs 
For Paperwork RedUction Act Notice, see page 1 of the separate Instruotlons. 
0152 There are no amounts for 
782 
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Form 4562 
Exhibit "B" 
Depreciation and Amortization 
(Including Information on Listed Property) 
~ See Instructions. ~ 67 
NBrne(s) shown on return Identifying number 
Business or activity to which this form relates 
1 Maximum dollar limitation. If an enterprise zone business, see page 2 of the instructions . ... .... ..... . ...... . . ..... .... . 
2 Total cost of section 179 property placed in service. See page 2 of the instructions .. . ... .. .. ..... .. ... . . . .. .. ..... ... . . 
3 Threshold cost of section 179 property before reduction In limitation ........................ .. ....................... .. 
4 Reduction in limitation. Subtract line 3 from line 2. Iflero or less, enter -0- ............ ... ... .. ............. .... .... .. .. 
5 Dollar limitation for tax year. Subtract line 4 from line 1. If zero or less, enter -0-. If married 
see 
7 listed property. Enter amount from line 27 ............................. , ....... , ..... ..... . 
8 Total elected cost of section 179 property. Add amounts in column (c). lines 6 and 7 ....... , ... . . ,., ... ,' .. . ... , ...... . . 
9 Tentative deduction. Enter the smaller of line 5 Dr line 8 ................... , .. .... .......... ..... ...... .. , ..... ...... .. 
10 Carryover of disallowed deduction from 1997. See page 3 of the instructions., ............ , .........•......... , .... '. 
11 Business income limitation, Enter the smaller of business Income (not less than zero) or fine 5 (see instructions) 
Section 179 expense deduction. Add lines 9 aocl1 0, but do not enter more than line 11 .. .... • . . ,:-:-'-'-'-;.:-:-'-'-'-"'-'-:...:...:.:..:..:.:..:..:..:.....1-==_ 
Section A-General Asset Account Election 
14 If you are making the election under section 1680)(4) to group any assets placed in service during the tax year into one 
~o 
(g) DepreCiation deduction 
h Residential rental 
Nonresidential real 
16a Class life S/L 
b 12- ear SIL 
c 40- ear MM S/L 
17 GDS and ADS deductions for assets placed in service In tax years beginning before 1998 . . , , , . . ..... . .. . .. .... . . , . . , . , 35 300 
18 Property subject to section 168(1)(1) election . ......... , ............... , .................. : ..... .. , .. " . ... .......... . 
19 ACRS and other de reciauon .. ........ , .. , ........... ...... , . , .. . . ... , ......... . ....... , . . ......... .... ........ , .. , 
~L"a'f.tEI:V,i Summary See a e 6 of the instructions. 
20 Listed property. Enter amount from line 26 ......... , .. . . .. " .. " ............................. " . ' .......... ......... . 
21 Total. Add deductions on line 12,Iines 15 and 16 in column (g), and Ilnes 17 through 20. Enter here 
and all the appropriate lines of your return. Partnerships and S corporations-see instructions . .. r .. ...:.· ':';":":"j-" ':":" ..:..;  :..:. •..:..;  :...:. • .:.,. ':":'''!''' '-" •...:.' ,:,:",--,,,,=,,:,_r.-~::-;-1:":".,.,4~0S'::-3::!..:;'3~4:,. 
22 For assets shown above and placed in service during the current year, enter ·t·;~; \>··,!+, 
the ortion of the basis attributable to section 263A costs .... .... , ...... ................... . 
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see the separate instructions, 
OM 
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Form 4562 (1998) 
THERE ARE NO AMOUNTS FOR PAGE 2 
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Profit or Loss From Farming 
~ Attach to Form 1040, Form 1041, Form 1065, or Form 1065-8. 2005 
Instructions for 
Ilame of proprietor SocIal security number (SSN) 
... 
" 
your principal crop or activity fur the current tax year. 
Cash (2) Accrual 
B 
D 
c Did you nmaterlally participate" In the operation of this business during 2005? If "No," see page F-2 for limit on passive losses. D. Yes 0 No 
~ Farm Income-Cash Method. Complete Parts I and II (Accrual method. Complete Parts II andlll,and Part I. line 11.) 
Sales of livestock and other items you bought for resale . ........... . .... ..... .... .. 
2 Cost or other basis of livestock and other items reported on line 1 .. .. ........... , .. . 
3 
4 
Subtractiine2 from line 1 .. . . . .... ..... ................................ : .. , .. ,~ .. , ... ".: .............. .... .. . . . 
Sales of fivestock. produce, grains, and other products you raised ... 
Sa Cooperative distributions (Form(s) 1099-PATR) .. . ... , ..... . 
6a Agricultural program payments (see page F-2) ............. . 
7 Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) loans (saB page F-3): 
Sb Taxable amount 
6b Taxable amount 
: ~~~ :::~::~:: ~~~~~.~'~I:~~ .::::: :: ::::: :::::: ::::: :"!'7b "1" ............ :. :" ....... :.,. 7~·Ta;.;bi~ ~~~~rrt 
8 Crop Insurance proceeds and Federal crop disaster payments (see page F-3); 
a Amount received in 2005 ... ..... . ....... ......... . .. . I 8a I I 8b Taxable amount 
c If election to defer to 2006 is attached, check here ~ 0 8d Amount deferred from 2004 
9 Custom hire (machine work) Income ................................................. : ............. , ............ .. 
10 Other income, including Federal and state gasoline or fuel tax credit or refund (see page F-3) . . ... . . . . . . . ...... .... . . 
11 Gross income. Add amounts in the right column for lines 3 through 10. If you use the accrual method, enter 
the amount from Part Hne 51 . .. .... .. ...... 
12 
page F-4-also attach Form 4562) 
13 Chemicals .. . ................. .. 
14 Conservation expenses (see 
pege F-4) .......... , ....... . ... . 
15 Custom hire (machine work) ...•. 
16 DepreCiation and section 179 
expense deduction not claimed 
plans .. ... ....... .... ............... .. 
26 Rent or lease (see page F-5): 
a Vehicles, machinery. and equip-
ment ............................... . . 
b Other (land, animals. etc.) . . ..... •. . , .• 
27 Repairs and maintenance ..•. . . ....... 
28 Seeds and plants ................. . .. 
elsewhere (see page F-4) ..... .. . 1-'-::;. ____ 7..:...::;.9..r....:.6;.;:3:...7~ 29 Storage and warehousing ...... . ..... . 
17 Employee benefit programs other 
than on line 25 ................. . 
18 Feed 
19 Fertilizers and lime . ......... . .. . 
20 Freight and trucking ........ .. . .. 
21 Gasoline, fuel, and oil ........ . .. . 
22 Insurance (other than health) . .•.. 
23 Interest: 
a Mortgage (paid to banks, etc.) .... 
Other 
30 Supplies ............ ....... ... . .... .. 
Taxes .....••... . .... . ............ .. .. 
Ulililies . .. . ... . . . .... .. .. .. .......... . 
Veterinary, breeding, and medicine ..... 
Other expenses (specify): 
a PROFESSIONAL FEES 
b : ::~~~~$$.::~:~~~~: 
c .......... ......... ... ..... .......... .. 
d ... ..... . ............... . ........ .. .. .. 
Total expenses. Add lines 12 through 34f ...... ... ..... . •.••.... •..•.•.. . ....... ...•. . .............. .. ... ...• . 
Net farm profit or (loss). Subtract line 35 from line 11. 
• If a profit, enter on Form 1040, line 18, and also on Schedule SE. line 1. 
• If a loss, you must go on to line 37. Estates, trusts, and partnerships. see page F-G. 
} ... ... ...... .. ......... . 
37 If you have a loss, you must check the box that describes your investment In this activity (see page FoG). 
• If you checked 37a, enter the loss on Form 1040, line 18, and also on Schedule SE,line 1. 
• If you checked 37b. you must attach Form 6198. Your loss may be limited. 
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see page 1"-6 of the instructions. 
DM 784 
} 37a 8 All Investment Is at risk. 37b ~rWse~nves1ment Is not 
Schedule F (Form 1040} 2005 
PL - 000163 
20045690 STEEL FARMS INC 02128/2006 5:32 PM 
Federal Asset Report 
FYE: 12/31f2005 Farm 
Date Bus Sec Basis 
Asset Description In Service Cost % 17980nU5 forOepr PerConv Meth Prior Current 
Prior MACRS: 
1 Beater 7/01/91 14,500 X 4,500 7 HY150DB 14,500 0 
2 Pivot (Dick Reed Farm K & D) 6130/93 48,351 48,351 7 HY 150DB 48,351 0 
3 1991 Logan Crossover 6/01/95 13,500 X 0 7 HY150DB 13,500 0 
5 1995 lH Disc 4/01195 9,950 9,950 7 HY150DB 9,950 
° 6 '76 lH Red 2070A 1/01/90 20,800 X 10,800 5 HY 150DB 20,800 
° 7 Lockwood Digger 4 Row 9/15/96 69,800 X 52,300 7 HY1S0DB 69,800 0 8 Lockwood Planter 11/20/97 21,500 21,500 7 MQ150DB 21,500 0 
11 Ford 250 1/01/88 750 750 5 HY200DB 750 0 
12 '73lHWhite 10/11188 13,000 13,000 5 HY200DB 13,000 0 
14 '71 lHRed 1101188 21,060 21,060 5 HY200DB 21,060 0 
16 '69GMC 1/01/89 3,800 3,800 5 HY 150DB 3,800 0 
17 '77 IH Red 2070A 1/01189 13,500 13,500 5 HY150DB 13,500 0 
19 Pivot (Dick Reed Farm K & D) 9/16/98 46,982 46,982 7 HY 150DB 44,105 2,877 
20 Pivots (East Farm - Kevin) 3/11/99 142,302 X 123,302 7 HY150DB 119,647 15,103 
21 '99 John Deere Vine Shredder 9/01199 13,500 13,500 7 HY 150DB 11,020 1,653 
22 '91 Ford F-1S0 1118/00 4,868 4,868 5 HY200DB 4,588 280 
23 Agritech Evenflow Tub 1131100 5,500 5,500 7 HY150DB 3,816 673 
24 Pivot (Cannon Farm K & D) 6f20/00 21,030 21,030 7 HY150DB 14,590 2,576 
25 Lof'tness straw chopper 8/04/00 12,300 12,300 7 HY 150DB 8,533 1,507 
26 Grain Bins 8/21/00 28,000 X 10,000 7 HY 150DB 24,938 1,225 
27 JD 8310 S/01l01 86,100 86,100 7 HY150DB 49,188 10,546 
28 Rod Weeder 6/01/01 7,000 7,000 7 HY150DB 3,999 857 
29 Pivots (Cannon Farm K & D) 1/01/01 12S,585 125,585 7 HY150DB 71,745 15,383 
30 Pivots (West Fann - Kevin) 9/25/02 111,379 X 77,965 7 HYlS0DB 68,404 9,550 
31 Case Intr'l MX 180 Tractor 4/30/02 56,375 X 39,462 7 HY150DB 34,623 4,834 
32 Case Intr'1218B Grain Combine 9/26/02 76,000 X 53,200 7 HYt50DB 46,676 6,516 
33 JD 455 Grain Drill 4/04/02 34,700 X 24,290 7 HY150DB 21,311 2,976 
34 JD 3955 Switch Plow 4/16/02 4,700 X 3,290 7 HY 150DB 2,887 403 
35 Miskin Scraper SP41 0 10129/02 15,600 X 10,920 7 HY 150DB 9,581 1,337 
36 Auger 2101/03 8,059 X 0 7 HYlSODB 8,059 0 
37 Case lH MX240 Tractor 2/19/04 44,650 X 7,008 7 HY150DB 38,393 1,341 
38 726 Mulcher Finisher 3/25/04 31-.500 X X 0 7 HY 150DB 31,500 0 
47 '99 Freightliner Truck 12120/04 32,858 X 0 5 HY 150DB 321858 0 
1,159,499 871,813 900,972 79,637 




Net Grand Totals 1,159,499 871,813 900,972 791637 
Exhibit "D" 
PL - 000164 
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20045690 STEEL FARMS INC 02/28/2006 5:32 PM 
7 , Bonus Depreciation Report 
. FYE: 1213112005 
Date In Tax Bus Tax Sec Current Prior Tax- Basis 
Asset Proeerty Descrimion Service Cost Pet 179 ExP Bonus Bonus for Deer 
Actbity: Farm 
30 Pivots (West Fann - Kevin) 9/25/02 111,379 0 0 33,414 77,965 
31 Case Intr~ MX 180 Tractor 4130/02 56,375 0 0 16,913 39,462 
32 Case Intr'12188 Grain Combine 9/26/02 76,000 0 0 22,800 53,200 
33 JD 455 Grain Drill 4/04/02 34,700 0 0 10,410 24,290 
34 JD 3955 Switch Plow 4/16/02 4,700 0 0 1,410 3,290 
35 Misldn Scraper SP410 10/29/02 15,600 0 0 4,680 10,920 
38 726 Mulcher Finisher 3/25/04 31,500 31,500 . 0 0 0 
Farm 330,254 0 0 89,627 209,127 
Grand Total 330,254 0 0 892627 209,127 
('86 PL-000165 
20045,690 STEEL FARMS INC 02/28/2006 5:32 PM 
.-... . AMT Asset Report 
FYE: 12/31/2005 Farm 
Date Bus Sec Basis 
Asset Description In Service Cost % 179Bonus for Depr PerConv Meth Prior Current 
ftior l'fACRS: 
1 Beater 7/01/91 14,500 X 4,500 10 HY150DB 14,500 0 
2 Pivot (Dick Reed Farm K & D) 6130/93 48,351 48,351 7 HY150DB 48,351 0 
3 1991 Logan Crossover 6/01/95 13,500 X 0 7 HY 150DB 13,500 0 
5 1995IHDisc 4/01195 9,950 9,950 10 HY150DB 9,515 435 
6 '76 ill Red 2070A 1/01/90 20,800 X 10,800 6 HY 150DB 20,800 0 
7 Lockwood Digger 4 Row 9/1S/96 69,800 69,800 7 HYI50DB 69,800 0 
8 Lockwood Planter 11/20/97 21,500 21 ,500 7 MQ150DB 21,500 0 
11 Ford 250 1101/88 750 750 5 HY150DB 750 0 
12 '73 ill White 10/11/88 13,000 13,000 6 HY150DB 13,000 0 
14 '71 ill Red 1/01/88 21,060 21,060 6 HY150DB 21,060 0 
16 '69GMC 1/01/89 3,800 3,800 6 HY150DB 3,800 0 
17 '77 ill Red 2070A 1/01189 13,500 13,500 6 HY150DB 13,500 0 
19 Pivot (Dick Reed Farm K & D) 9/16/98 46,982 46,982 7 HY150DB 44,1 OS 2,877 
20 Pivots (East Farm - Kevin) 3/11199 142,302 142,302 7 HY150DB 116,156 17,431 
21 '99 John Deere Vine Shredder 9/01199 13,500 13,500 7 HYlS0DB 11,020 1,653 
22 '91 Ford F-150 1118/00 4,868 4,868 5 HY150DB 4,463 405 
23 Agritech Evenflow Tub 1/31/00 5,500 5,500 7 HY IS0DB 3,816 673 
24 Pivot (Cannon Farm K & D) 6/20/00 21,030 21,030 7 HYlSODB 14,590 2,576 
25 Loftness straw chopper 8/04/00 12,300 12,300 7 HY150DB 8,533 1,507 
26 Grain Bins 8/21100 28,000 28,000 7 HY150DB 19,426 3,429 
27 JD 8310 5/01101 86,100 X 62,100 7 HY150DB 59,477 7,607 
28 Rod Weeder 6/01/01 7,000 7,000 7 HY150DB 3,999 857 
29 Pivots (Cannon Farm K & D) 1101/01 125,585 125,585 7 HY150DB 71,745 IS,383 
30 Pivots (West Farm - Kevin) 9/25/02 111,379 X 77,965 7 HY150DB 68,404 9,550 
31 Case Intr'l MX 180 Tractor 4/30/02 56,375 X 39,462 7 HY 150DB 34,623 4,834 
32 Case Intr'12188 Grain Combine 9/26/02 76,000 X 53,200 7 HY 1S0DB 46,676 6,516 
33 JD 455 Grain Drill 4/04102 34,700 X 24,290 7 HYlS0DB 21,311 2,976 
34 JD 3955 Switch Plow 4/16/02 4,700 X 3,290 7 HY 150DB 2,887 403 
35 Miskin Scraper SP410 10/29/02 15,600 X 10,920 7 HY 150DB 9,581 1,337 
36 Auger 2/01/03 8,059 X 0 7 HY 150DB 8,059 0 
37 Case lH MX240 Tractor 2119/04 44,650 X 7,008 7 HY 150DB 38,393 1,341 
38 726 Mulcher Finisher 3/25/04 31,500 X X 0 7 HY 150DB 31,500 0 
47 '99 Freightliner Truck 12120/04 322858 X 0 5 HY150DB 32,858 0 
1,159A99 902,313 901,698 81 2790 
Grand Totals 1,159A99 902,313 901,698 81,790 
Less: Dispositions 0 0 0 0 
Net Grand Totals 11159,499 902.313 901,698 81,790 
PL· 000166 
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20045590 STEEL FARMS INC 
Depreciation Adjustment Report 







































































































Pivot (Dick Reed Farm K & D) 
1991 Logan Crossover 
1995 lliDisc 
'76 IH Red 2070A 
Lockwood Digger 4 Row 
Lockwood Planter 
Ford 250 
'73 IH White 
'71 IHRed 
'69GMC 
'77 IH Red 2070A 
Pivot (Dick Reed Fann K & D) 
Pivots (East Farm - Kevin) 
'99 John Deere Vine Shredder 
'91 FordF-I50 
Agtitech Evenflow Tub 
Pivot (Cannon Farm K & D) 




Pivots (CannonFann K & D) 
Pivots (West Farm - Kevin) 
Case Intr'l MX 180 Tractor 
Case Intr'l2188 Grain Combine 
JD 455 Grain Drill 
JD 3955 Switch Plow 
Miskin Scraper SP410 
Auger 
Case lli MX240 Tractor 
TU Mulcher Finisher 
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20045690 STEEL FARMS INC 02128/2006 5:32 PM 
Future Depreciation Report FYE: 12/31 06 
FYE :12/31/2005 Farm 
Date In 
Asset Description Service Cost Tax AMT 
Prior MACRS: 
1 Beater 7/01/91 14,500 0 0 
2 Pivot (Dick Reed Farm K & D) 6/30/93 48,351 0 0 
3 1991 Logan Crossover 6/01195 13,500 
° ° 5 1995 IH Disc 4/01195 9,950 0 0 
6 '76 IH Red 2070A 1101/90 20,800 0 0 
7 Lockwood Digger 4 Row 9/15/96 69,800 0 
° 8 Lockwood Planter 11120/97 21,500 0 0 
11 Ford 250 lIOll88 750 0 0 
12 '73 IHWhite 10111/88 13,000 0 0 
14 '71 IHRed 1/01/88 21,060 0 0 
16 '69GMC 1101/89 3,800 0 0 
17 '77 IH Red 2070A 1101189 13,500 0 0 
19 Pivot (Dick Reed Farm K & D) 9116/98 46,982 0 0 
20 Pivots (East Farm - Kevin) 3/11199 142,302 7,552 8,715 
21 '99 10hn Deere Vine Shredder 9/01/99 13,500 827 827 
22 '91 Ford F-150 1/18/00 4,868 0 0 
23 Agritech Even:flow Tub 1/31/00 5,500 674 674 
24 Pivot (Cannon Fann K & D) 6120/00 21,030 2,576 2,576 
25 Loftness straw chopper 8/04/00 12,300 1,507 1,507 
26 Grain Bins 8121100 28,000 1,225 3,430 
27 JD 8310 5/01/01 86,100 10,546 7,606 
28 Rod Weeder 6/01/01 7,000 858 858 
29 Pivots (Cannon Farm K & D) 1101101 125,585 15,383 15,383 
30 Pivots (West Farm - Kevin) 9/25/02 111,379 9,550 9,550 
31 Case Intr'l MX 180 Tractor 4/30/02 56,375 4,834 4,834 
32 Case Intr'l2188 Grain Combine 9/26/02 76,000 6,517 6,517 
33 JD 455 Grain Drill 4/04/02 34,700 2,975 2,975 
34 JD 3955 Switch Plow 4/16/02 4,700 403 403 
35 Miskin Scraper SP410 10129/02 15,600 1,338 1,338 
36 Auger 2/01103 8,059 0 0 
37 Case IH MX240 Tractor 2/19/04 44,650 1,053 1,053 
38 726 Mulcher Finisher 3/25/04 31,500 0 0 
47 '99 Freigbtliner Tmck 12/20/04 32,858 0 0 
1,159,499 67,818 68,246 
Grand Totals 11159z499 67z818 68,246 
PL - 000168 
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20045690 STEEL FARMS INC 02/28f2006 5:32 PM 2m 10 Asset Report 
FYE: 12131f2005 Farm 
Date Basis 10 10 Federal Difference 
~ Description In Service Cost forOepr Prior Current Current Fed-IO 
Prior MACRS: 
1 Beater 7/01/91 14,500 4,500 14,500 0 0 0 
2 Pivot (Dick Reed Fann K & D) 6/30193 48,351 48,351 48,351 0 0 0 
3 1991 Logan Crossover 6{01{95 13,500 0 13,500 0 0 0 
5 1995lHDisc 4/01/95 9,950 9,950 9,950 0 0 0 
6 '76 mRed2070A IfOlf90 20,800 10,800 20,800 0 0 0 
7 Lockwood Digger 4 Row 9/15196 69,800 52,300 69,800 0 0 0 
8 Lockwood Planter 11/20/97 21,500 21,500 21,500 0 0 0 
11 Ford 250 1/01188 750 750 750 .~ 0 0 0 
12 '73 m White 10/11/88 13,000 13,000 13,000 \ 0 0 
° 14 '71 mRed 1/01/88 21,060 21,060 ~, 21,060 0 0 0 
16 '69GMC 1101/89 3,800 3,800 ., 3,800 0 0 0 
17 '77 m Red 2070A 1/01/89 13,500 13,500 13,500 0 0 0 
19 Pivot (Dick. Reed Farm K & D) 9/16/98 46,982 46,982 44,105 2,877 2,877 0 
20 Pivots (EastFatm - Kevin) 3!1l/99 142,302 123,302 119,647 15,103 15,103 0 
21 '99 John Deere Vine Shredder 9/01199 13,500 13,500 11,020 1,653 1,653 0 
22 '91 Ford F-IS0 1118/00 4,868 4,868 4,588 280 280 0 
23 Agritech Evenflow Tub 1131100 5,500 5,500 3,816 673 673 0 
24 Pivot (Cannon Farm K & D) 6/20/00 21,030 21,030 14,590 2,576 2,576 0 
25 Lo:finess straw chopper 8/04/00 12,300 12,300 8,533 1,507 1,507 0 
26 Grain Bins 8121/00 28,000 10,000 24,938 1,225 1,225 0 
27 ID 8310 5/01/01 86,100 86,100 49,188 10,546 10,546 0 
28 Rod Weeder 6/01101 7,000 7,000 3,999 857 857 
° 29 Pivots (Cannon Farm K & D) 1101/01 125,585 125,585 71,745 15,383 15,383 0 
30 Pivots (West Farm - Kevin) 9/25/02 111,379 111,379 49,987 13,642 9,550 -4,092 
31 Case Intr'l MX 180 Tractor 4/30/02 56,375 56,375 25,301 6,905 4,834 -2,071 
32 Case Intr'l2188 Grain Combine 9126/02 76,000 76,000 34,109 9,309 6,516 -2,793 
33 ill 455 Grain Drill 4/04102 34,700 34,700 15,573 4,251 2,976 -1,275 
34 ID 3955 Switch Plow 4116102 4,700 4,700 2,109 576 403 -173 
35 Miskin Scraper SP410 10/29/02 15,600 15,600 7,001 1,911 1,337 -574 
36 Auger 2/01/03 8,059 0 8,059 0 0 0 
37 Case IH MX240 Tractor 2119f04 44,650 7,008 38,393 1,341 1,341 0 
38 726 Mulcher Finisher 3/25/04 31,500 0 31,500 0 0 0 
47 '99 Freightliner Truck 12/20/04 32,858 0 32,858 0 0 0 
1,159,499 961,440 851,570 90,615 79,637 -10,978 
Grand Totals 1,159,499 961,440 851,570 90,615 79,637 -10,978 
Less: Dispositions 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Net Grand Totals 1,1591499 961,440 851,570 90,615 79,637 -10,978 
PL - 000169 
20045690 STEEL FARMS INC 
. 10 Future Depreciation Report 
FYE: 12/31/2005 Farm 
Date In 





2 Pivot (Dick Reed Farm K & D) 
3 1991 Logan Crossover 6/01195 13,500 
5 1995111 Disc 4/01195 9,950 
6 '76111 Red 2070A 1/01190 20,800 
7 Lockwood Digger 4 Row 9115/96 69,800 
8 Lockwood Planter 11/20/97 21,500 
11 Ford 250 1/01188 750 
12 '73 IH White 10111/88 13,000 _ 
14 '71 rnRed 1/01188 21,060 
16 '69GMC 1101/89 3,800 
17 '77 IH Red 2070A 1/01/89 13,500 
19 Pivot (Dick Reed Farm K& D) 9/16/98 46,982 
3/11/99 142,302 
9/01/99 13,500 
20 Pivots (East Farm - Kevin) 
21 '99 John Deere Vine Shredder 
22 '91 Ford F-150 1/18/00 4,868 
23 Agritech Evenflow Tub 1/31100 5,500 
24 Pivot (Cannon Farm K & D) 6/20/00 21,030 
25 Lof'lness straw chopper 8104/00 12,300 
26 Grain Bins 8/21/00 28,000 
27 JD 8310 5/01/01 86,100 
28 Rod Weeder 6/01101 7,000 
1/01/01 125,585 
9/25/02 111,379 
29 Pivots (Cannon Farm K & D) 
30 Pivots (West Farm - Kevin) 
31 Case Inn-'1 MX 180 Tractor 4/30/02 56,375 
9/26/02 76,000 
4/04102 34,700 
32 Case Intr'l 2188 Grain Combioe 
33 10 455 Grain Drill 
34 JD 3955 Switch Plow 4/16/02 4,700 




37 Case IH MX240 Tractor 
38 726 Mulcher Finisher 3125/04 31,500 
47 '99 Freigbtliner Truck 12120/04 32,858 
1,159,499 
Grand Totals 1,159,499 
791 














































































STEELFARNlS INC •. 
Transaction betail By Account 
December 2005 
Nama Memo Class Clr &pUt 
G.:Ild.el.l. We.sl 1m\l.S,.. Wl.1e~&. •• 102' CHECI.{l. .. 
Broadway Fan! Wheal&. .• 102 • CHECKI ... 
Sica 102 • CHECKl ... 
Nspa WheatS .•• 102' CHECKl ... 
C!BClrk:a1 Equipment Wheat&. .. 102' CHECKl .•• 
PIlUlField 102 . CHECK!. .. 
AmeriCllll Pump Co. 102 • CHECKl ... 
BDIIYamaha Wheal&' •. 102 • CHECKt.~ 
8matlwayFord WheGI&. .. 102' CHECKl ... 
Golden WesllrTlgs ... WhealS ... 102 • CHECKl ... 
Napa Wheat&. •. 102 . CHECKl ... 
Plon!!sr Equipment Whaal&. .. 102 . CHECKt. .. 
FstmPlan Wheat& ... 102' CHECK!. .. 
Teton Auto Inc. 102 . CHECKI •.• 
792 
O~alAmoUnt PaId Amount Balance 
427.$l;t 427.35. 427.3.5. 
59.38 59.38 <IS9.73 
2a76 23.75 510.48 
49.96 49.98 560.44 
3,062.32./" 3,062.32 . 3.622.76 
8.400.00 8,400.00 12,D22.78 
3,594.40 3.594AO 15,617.18 
1,192.68 1,192.68 16,809.84 
668.17/" 668.17 17,478.01 
56,718.00 S6,71aoo 74,199.01 
90.72 90.72 74,286.73 
932.0B 932.0B 15,218,81 
22.24 22.24 15,241.0S 




PL .. 000171 
1:1o.11'M STEEL FARMS. INC. 
05l24I10 Transaction Detail By Account 
caahSasis October 1 through December 24, 2005 
TlIJl8. Date Nom Name Mema ClB!19 CIr SpIlt OrIgInal AImnmt PaidAmoun! Balance. 
~'Uti1ities J 
., Check 10/aJ2ll05 am o.wes! 102' CHECKl .. 182.02 162.02 162.02 
Check 1013/2005 5379 Edge Wireless 0010040419 8 102 • CHECKl .. 101.SB 101.66 283.88 
OIteck 1013/2006 6379 UlllhPower G52S0eae.o ... Potatoes 102' CHECKI ... 2.188.82 2, 1BS.B2 2.472.70 
Check 10/3l200S SSB() UIllhPawer 85302966-0 •• Potatoes 102 • CHECKI ... 3.360.20 3,36020 5,832.90 
Check 10I3l2005 5381 UIllhPowar 654382Q6.0 ... Potatoes 102 • CHECKl .• 4,541.61 4,541.61 10.374.51 
Check 101312005 53Il2 UlahPower W755S&-O •• Polataes 102· CHECKl .. 2,662.13,,/" 2,562.13 13,036.54 
Check 10/2712005 M15 UtsltPower 85280aaS.(J ... Pofatoes 102 • CHECKl .. 16.352.00 16,352.00 29.366.54 
CheCk 111112005 5407 ~ 102 • CHECKI. .. 118.28 116.28 29.504.92 
CheCk 111112005 5406 UlshPower 65302lJ66.0 ••• PDfatoes 102 • CHECKI .•• 2,415.11 2,415.11 31,920.03 
Check 111112005 5409 UIaltI'ower 6528096&-0 ... Palatees 102'CHECKL 34.07 34.07 31.954.10 
Check 11/112005 5410 Utah Power 6543620&-0 ... Potatoes 102' CHECKI ... 1.133.48 1.133.48 33.087.58 
Check 11/1J2005 5411 UtahPOW9I' S52809B6-D. .. POIaIO!I!I 102 • CHECKI ... 1,651.04 1.651.04 34,738.62 
Check 1111/2005 5413 EdgeWl!'eless O()100404188 102· CHECK!... 100.75 100.75 34.839.37 
Check 11/301200S 5430 UlahPower 8S2809B6.(J ••. PolatO!l!l 102· CHECKI ... 81214 812.14 35,651.51 
Check 1113012005 li431 Owesl 102·CHECKI... 109.55 109.55 35.761.06 
Check 1113012005 5432 EdQe Wireless OD100404188 102 • CHECKl .. 514.9B 514.98 36.276.04 
'Check 121241Z005 5448 UtsltPowar 6477566&-0 ... PolalOes 102 • CHECK/ ... 256.91 256.91 35.5'32.95 
'Check 12124I2Q05 5450 Qwasl 102 . CHECK/.o. 44.71 44.71 36,577.66 
Toial 670· utll~1es 36,577.66 36,577.66 
't6'rSu.. 36,577.66 39,677.69 
Page 1 
793 PL - 000172 
STEEL FARMS, INC. 
2462 WEST 49 NORTH 
IDAHO FALlS. 10 834()2 
PH. 208-522-0344 
92-112/1241 4488 
..-;..3--,.0:--=12~'<--::::--2o 0 5' 
Page 1 ofl 
~~~~~~~ __ ..--..Jl $St}715~ 
ONS BANK 
RIGBY OFFICE 
125 S. STATE II' 0 sox 54) 
RIGBY. IOANO 83442 
FOR ______________ __ 
. 
, 
- - -- . - -- .... :.~:: .:: i.: :: UU :- :1",: 
.. --_. - ..... _ .. --
_. . .... ........... .-
... - -- - -_ .. --








Serial:4466 Amount:$S6,71B.OO Dep Seq#:-
Exhibit "E" 
https://afs.cs .zionsbank.comlscripts/~fs/afsweb/AfsWeb.dl1?Process?_application=eVision&_meth ' PL?6&~{f.Pl0 





STEEL FARMS, INC. 
2462 WEST 49 NORTH 
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125 S STATE CPO sox 54) -4L 
RIGBY. """0 ""' ~ CI 
fOR ft,SZfo't/(, .. OO I ~ .. __ ~ __ . ~"'"=~J"'-_, -_- _ ~ ..
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Plaintiff, Case No. CV-2008-7912 
v. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
ORDER ON MOTION TO RELEASE 
FUNDS 
Defendant. 
THIS MATTER comes before the Court upon Defendant's motion to release 
ce11ain funds held by Plaintiff. Defendant seeks an order from the Court requiring 
Plaintiff to turn over $40,000 in rent pursuant to a written agreement between the Parties. 
This particular issue is not raised in the written pleadings of this matter however both 
Pm1ies have agreed that the Court can address the issue. 
During the course of the present lawsuit, the Parties entered into a short term lease 
for the 2009 farming season. The lease contains a clause regarding "potential rent" in the 
amount of $40,000. The lease provides as follows: 
If the Court determines Steel Farms is not entitled to purchase the Farm in 
the Lawsuit, the Rent payment shall be disbursed to Croft & Reed for 
payment of Rent pursuant to this Lease Agreement. 
ORDER ON MOTION TO RELEASE FUNDS - 1 
797 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this~ day of May, 2010, I did send a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document upon the parties listed below by mailing, with the correct 
postage thereon; by causing the same to be placed in the respective courthouse mailbox; 
or by causing the same to be hand-delivered. 
Michael D. Gaffney 
Nathan M. Olsen 
BEARD, ST.CLAIR, GAFFNEY 
2105 Coronado st. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
DeAnne Casperson 
Charles A. Homer 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO 
P.O.Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
Bonneville County, Idaho 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER ON MOTION TO RELEASE FUNDS - 3 (' 9 ~J 
Charles A. Homer, Esq. (ISB No. 1630) 
DeAnne Casperson, Esq. (ISB No. 6698) 
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C. 
P.O. Box 50130 
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405 
Telephone: (208) 523-0620 
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., Case No. CV-2008-7912 
Plaintiff, 
v. NOTICE OF APPEAL 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Defendant. 
CROFT & REED, INC., 
Counterc1aimant, 
v. 
STEEL FARMS, INC., 
Counterdefendants. 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED DEFENDANT CROFT & REED, INC., AND ITS 
ATTORNEYS,MICHAELD.GAFFNEY AND NATHAN M. OLSEN OF BEARD, 
ST. CLAIR, GAFFNEY, P.A., AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED 
COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
800 ORIGINAL 
1. The above-named Plaintiff! Appellant, Steel Farms, Inc. ("Steel Farms" or "Plaintiff'), 
appeal against the above-named DefendantlRespondent to the Idaho Supreme Court 
from the Memorandum, Decision, and Order entered in the above-entitled action on 
the 19th day of February, 2010, the Decision on Motion to Reconsider and Order 
entered in the above-entitled action on the 22nd day of April, 2010, and the Order on 
Motion for Summary Judgment, entered in the above-entitled action on the 27th day 
of May, 2010, Honorable Joel E. Tingey presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the orders 
described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho 
Appellate Rule II(a)(3). 
3. The following is a preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant 
intends to assert in the appeal: 
a. Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in determining that the 
Option terminated pursuant to the language of~ 19.13 of the Lease and Option 
in April 2006. 
b. Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in determining that the 
term of the Lease and Option governing when the Option could be exercised 
to be unambiguous. 
c. Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in determining that 
correction of the Termination date of the Lease and Option by interlineation 
was ineffectual. 
2 - NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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d. Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in determining that Venna 
Reed's actions on behalf of Croft & Reed, Inc. did not authorize and/or ratify 
Virginia Mathews' actions in correcting the termination date of the Lease and 
Option. 
e. Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in determining that 
evidence of an oral agreement between the parties regarding ownership of the 
irrigation equipment was inadmissible and could not be considered in 
determining whether the irrigation equipment was a fixture. 
f. Whether the District Court erred as a matter of law in determining that the 
irrigation equipment constitutes a fixture. 
4. No order been entered sealing any or all portions of the record. 
5. A reporter's transcript is requested. The Appellant requests the preparation of the 
following portions of the transcript in both hard copy and electronic format: 
1. Hearing on Motion for Summary Judgment - February 12,2010 
11. Hearing on Motion for Reconsideration - April 8, 2010 
111. Hearing on Motion for Summary Judgment to Dismiss Counts V and 
VI of Plaintiffs Complaint - May 27,2010 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents be included in the Clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R.: 
a. Affidavit of DeAnne Casperson in Opposition to Croft & Reed's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (5/6/09); 
3 - NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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b. Affidavit of Kevin Steel in Opposition to Croft & Reed's Motion for Summary 
Judgment (5/6/09); 
c. Croft & Reed's Amended Motion for Summary Judgment (12/30/09); 
d. Affidavit of Counsel (12/30/09); 
e. Affidavit of Virginia R. Mathews (12/30/09); 
f. Affidavit of Russell J. Mathews (12/30/09); 
g. Affidavit of Nathan M. Olsen (12/30/09); 
h. Plaintiffs' Motion for Summary Judgment (1/5/10); 
1. Affidavit of DeAnne Casperson in Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment (1/8/10); 
J. Affidavit of Dennis Marshall (1/8/10); 
k. Plaintiffs Renewed Motion to Strike Portions of the Affidavits of Virginia R. 
Mathews and Russell J. Mathews (1/29/10); 
l. Defendant's Motion to Strike Certain Alleged Facts Cited by the Plaintiff in 
Support of its Motion for Summary Judgment (2/1/10); 
m. Affidavit of Counsel (2/1/10); 
n. Affidavit of Counsel (2/5/10); 
o. Affidavit of Nathan M. Olsen in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
(2/5/10); 
p. Affidavit of Virginia R. Mathews (2/5/10); 
q. Affidavit of Russell J. Mathews (2/5/10); 
4 - NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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r. Memorandum Decision and Order (Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment Granted) (2/19/10); 
s. Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 59(e) and 54(b)(1) (3/5/10); 
1. Decision on Motion to Reconsider and Order (4121/10); 
u. Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment Dismissing Counts IV [sic] and 
V [sic] of Plaintiffs Complaint (4127/10); 
v. Affidavit of Virginia Mathews in Support of Defendant' s Motion for Summary 
Judgment Dismissing Counts IV [sic] and V [sic] of Plaintiffs Complaint 
(4127/10); 
w. Affidavit of Counsel III Support of Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment Dismissing Counts IV [sic] and V [sic] of Plaintiffs Complaint 
(4/27110); 
x. Affidavit of Kevin Steel in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment Dismissing Counts IV [sic] and V [sic] of Plaintiff s Complaint 
(5/14110); 
y. Affidavit of Dale Petersen in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment Dismissing Counts IV [sic] and V [sic] of Plaintiffs Complaint 
(5114110); 
5 - NOTICE OF APPEAL 
z. Supplemental Affidavit of Kevin Steel in Opposition to Defendant's Motion 
for Summary Judgment Dismissing Counts IV [sic] and V [sic] of Plaintiffs 
Complaint (5/27 II 0); and 
aa. Order on Motion for Summary Judgment (Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment as to Count 5 is denied, Count 6 is granted) (5/27/10), Judgment and 
Rule 54(b) Certificate (5/27/10). 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on each reporter of whom 
a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below: 





Name and Address: Jack Fuller, Court Reporter 
Bonneville County Courthouse 
605 N. Capital Avenue 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
That the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript has 
been paid. 
That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee 
because ______________________________________ _ 
That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been 
paid. 
That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because _________ _ 
That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
6 - NOTICE OF APPEAL 
(2) 0 That the appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
because 
---------------------------------------
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20. 
7 - NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this L~(1aY of June, 2010, I served a copy of the following 
described pleading or document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing 
or by facsimile, with the correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof. 
DOCUMENT SERVED: NOTICE OF APPEAL 
ATTORNEYS SERVED: 
Nathan M. Olsen 
Michael D. Gaffney 
BEARD, ST. CLAIR, GAFFNEY, P.A. 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
G:\ WPDAT A\CAffiI4919\PleadingslAppeaINOT. wpd:bel 
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( ~rst Class Mail 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ./fFacsimile 
( ) Overnight Mail 
eAnne Casperson, Esq. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 




vs. ) Case No. CV-2008-7912 
) 
CROFT & REED, INC., ) Docket No. 37776 
Defendant-Counterclaimant-Respondents. ) 
Appeal from: Seventh Judicial District, Bonneville County 
Honorable Joel E. Tingey, District Judge, presiding. 
Case number from Court: CV-2008-7912 
Order or Judgment appealed from: Memorandum, Decision, and Order, entered on 2-19-10 and Decision 
on Motion to Reconsider and Order, entered 4-22-10 and Order on Motion for Summary Judgment, 
entered on 5-27-10. 
Attorney for Appellant: 
Attorney for Respondent: 
Appealed by: 
Appealed against: 
Notice of Appeal Filed: 
Appellate Fee Paid: 
Was District Court Reporter's Transcript requested? 
If so, name of reporter: 
Dated: June 8,2010 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL - 1 
DeAnne Casperson 
Nathan M.Olsen 
Steel Farms, Inc 






Clerk of the District Court 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 
STEEL FARMS, INC., ) 
) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
Plaintiff-Counterdefendant-Appellant, ) 
) 
vs. ) Case No. CV-2008-7912 
) 
CROFT & REED, INC., ) Docket No. 37776 
Defendant-Counterclaimant-Respondents. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
County of Bonneville ) 
I, Ronald Longmore, Clerk of the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District, of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonneville, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing Record in the 
above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete 
Record of the pleadings and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
I do further certify that no exhibits were either offered or admitted in the above-entitled cause, 
that the Clerk's Record will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court, as required by Rule 31 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the District Court 
at Idaho Falls, Idaho, this 29th day of July, 2010. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 1 
RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE 






CROFT & REED, INC., ) 
Defendant -Counterc1aimant -Respondents. ) 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
OF SERVICE 
Case No. CV-2008-7912 
Docket No. 37776 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30th day of July, 2010, I served a copy of the Reporter's 
Transcript (if requested) and the Clerk's Record in the Appeal to the Supreme Court in the above entitled 
cause upon the following attorneys: 
DeAnne Casperson, Esq. 
HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO 
P.O. Box 50130 
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0130 
Attorney for Appellant 
Nathan M. Olsen 
BEARD ST.CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 Coronado 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
Attorney for Respondent 
by depositing a copy of each thereof in the United States mail, postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed 
to said attorneys at the foregoing address, which is the last address of said attorneys known to me. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE-l 
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RONALD LONGMORE 
Clerk of the District Court 
By:(J5-
Dep~ Clerk 
